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MESSAGE  FROM  THE  DEAN

I write to you as we complete the first month of the academic year. We have had a great start to the  
new year. Our enrollments are at record levels for both the undergraduate and graduate programs. We  

have experienced more than 10 percent growth in our credit hours over last year. Our incoming Full-Time 
MBA class also grew significantly, bringing with it the highest Graduate Management Admission Test score 
average — 668 — ever.

The new academic year also brings new additions to strengthen our faculty, new courses and programs meant 
to give our students competitive advantage in the job market, and an important commendation that puts one 
of our master of science programs in elite company. The MS in Supply Chain Management Program recently 
gained the school’s latest accolade from the Institute for Supply Chain Management. The institute, a world-
wide, standards-setting professional organization with more than 40,000 members, officially recognized the 
program. ISM has conferred this designation on only one other university.

Among a dozen categories considered in new Bloomberg BusinessWeek specialty undergraduate rankings, 
The School of Management ranked in the top 10 among public universities in eight categories, and in the 
top 20 for the remaining four. We earned the No. 10 ranking in accounting and in business law. In strategy 
course work, our ranking was No. 9. In business ethics integrated concepts, we placed at No. 7. In finance, 
we earned the No. 6 spot. Our teaching of sustainability concepts ranked No. 3, as did business calculus. 
We particularly excelled at quantitative methods, earning No. 1. This No. 1 standing is especially gratifying, 
given that the school has always distinguished itself by its scientific and analytical approach to business.

One of our three new undergraduate degree programs, the BS in Marketing, sets itself apart by its emphasis 
on quantitative data analysis. Another, the BS in Management Information Systems, takes an innovative, 
holistic approach to the systems side of running a company; students learn how to help businesses use infor-

mation systems to increase effectiveness and productivity. The third new degree program, the BS in Global Business, fills a critical need to train business-
people adept in working expertly in international environments.

Our 14 new faculty members bring a wealth of academic and workplace experience to the Accounting, Finance, Information Systems and Marketing areas, 
all of which are undergoing significant expansion. Our newcomers are in excellent company. Orlando C. Richard, an associate professor of organizations, 
strategy and international management, recently earned a best paper award from the Academy of Management for a study showing that racial diversity in 
the top echelon of management may help companies’ performance. Rajiv Shah, clinical professor of organizations, strategy and international management, 
earned an award in June from the Society for Design and Process Science for his efforts in organizing the society’s 2010 conference, which The School  
of Management and the UT Dallas Erik Jonsson School of Engineering and Computer Science co-hosted. Mark Salamasick, director of the Center for Internal 
Auditing Excellence, has done important work leading a professional task force that has streamlined procedures for internal auditing research.

Once again, the school and our centers of excellence are hosting many important conferences this fall. The Center for Finance Strategy Innovation (CFSI) will 
soon hold a half-day forum that will focus on small-business investing. The Institute for Excellence in Corporate Governance recently brought well-known 
corporate-board researchers, a senior Wall Street Journal economics writer and the chief restructuring officer of the U.S. Treasury Department to speak at 
its eighth annual national conference, which examined ways to increase the effectiveness of boards and improve company performance. Led by SOM Distin-
guished Research Professor Alain Bensoussan, the school and Hong Kong Polytechnic University are co-sponsoring an international conference in Hong Kong 
in December that will address how the current global economic crisis will impact education programs and the orientation of research in the future.

In September, SOM held the first seminar in series planned to study the new healthcare reform legislation. Experts explored the business impact of the act 
in a forum that was open to the public and welcomed their input. To help professionals and graduate students chart their way through the changing 
world of finance, CFSI has started a “Transformation and Turnaround” series of courses. In November, the Morris Hite Marketing Center hosts a daylong 
conference on data, social media and analysis, the first event the center has held specifically for marketing practitioners.

Fine work is coming, too, from our students. Congratulations to second-year Full-Time MBA student MeLinda McCall, who has earned a $10,000 scholarship 
from the Texas Business Hall of Fame Foundation. Former student Michael Morelli deserves recognition for working several years to book local entrepre-
neur Mark Cuban for an SOM visit that many enjoyed.

Special School of Management thanks go out to Ericsson and its North America president, Angel Ruiz, and to alumnus Ron Nash and his wife, Susan, for 
generously endowing two new distinguished professorships. These professorships enhance our standing in the academic community and show our commit-
ment to top research efforts.

As ever, we welcome your input as we move forward, and we thank you for your ongoing support.

Best wishes,

Visit our site on the worldwide Web

h t t p : / / s o m . u t d a l l a s . e d u

Hasan Pirkul
Dean and Caruth Chair  
of Management
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New Degrees Give Graduates the 
Advantage for In-Demand Jobs

Undergraduate programs in global business, management information 
systems and marketing respond to business needs.

By Lola Howle

he employment picture for college graduates looks brighter for 

2010 and beyond, according to recent reports, but competition 

remains fierce. Anticipating the need to set its grads apart from 

other job hunters, The School of Management recently doubled 

its roster of undergraduate Bachelor of Science degree programs by 

adding three highly sought-after specialties: global business, manage-

ment information systems (MIS) and marketing.

New this fall, these programs were developed by observing industry 

trends and listening to advisory board members from a variety of 

world-class firms. The SOM already offered highly ranked undergraduate 

programs in accounting, business administration and finance. Global 

business, MIS and marketing were available as concentrations in the 

past, but students were ready to delve deeper.

As is true of their older counterparts, the new programs “capitalize 

on the latest innovations in technology, and they have been developed 

to prepare graduates to not only meet but to exceed job-market expec-

tations,” SOM Dean Hasan Pirkul says.

Poised for Growth
What are those expectations? Of more than 80 

organizations polled for the 2010 Sales Compensation 

Survey of College Graduates and Interns, 70 percent 

reported they will hire the same number of or more employees than 

last year. Among new prospective hires, those with bachelor’s degrees 

in business, finance and math will earn average starting salaries of 

about $45,000, with bonus packages worth about $7,000 — second in 

the survey only to engineering/science/architecture grads, who will 

average $53,000.

According to the National Association of Colleges and Employers 

(NACE), new graduates with degrees in business- or technology-related 

fields are most likely to have a job following graduation. The associa-

tion’s 2010 Student Survey shows that accounting, business administra-

tion, computer science, engineering and mathematics majors were more 

likely to get — and accept — job offers than other types of grads.

An additional NACE finding: Salaries for business school graduates 

remained stable, and employers ranked grads with accounting and 

finance degrees as the most in-demand overall.

Starting salaries are important, but so, too, is job security, and 

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics identifies each of SOM’s new 

degree fields as growth occupations through 2018.

Marketing fair in the atrium, August 25
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In marketing, the bureau expects jobs for market and survey 

researchers who can use analytical tools and methods to grow faster 

than average — 28 percent through 2018.

Bureau data also highlights a growing need for employees with a 

“comprehensive knowledge of 

international business and for-

eign cultures and languages.” 

The SOM global business 

degree fits that requirement 

by teaching crucial interna-

tional skill sets graduates can 

use abroad or use domestically 

in multinational corporations, 

Global Business Program Direc-

tor Habte G. Woldu says.

The bureau also confirms 

that five of the 12 fastest-

growing job fields relate to 

information systems, MIS Pro-

gram Director Mark Thouin says. 

“Employment of computer and 

information systems managers 

is expected to grow 17 percent 

over the 2008 to 2018 decade, 

which is faster than the aver-

age for all occupations.”

MIS No Longer ‘Minor’
The demand for prepared 

MIS professionals — now 

“among the top three careers 

in the nation,” Dr. Thouin says 

— quickly turned the discipline 

from a minor concentration 

into a degree program.

While a traditional com-

puter science or information 

systems (IS) degree program 

emphasizes software creation, 

MIS focuses on the big picture 

of an entire business. Core 

classes include systems analysis 

and design, database manage-

ment systems and applications development. 

Students learn about software development, 

but that will not necessarily be their career.

 “We em  phasize the relationship between 

IS and business processes.…The bottom line 

is that our students learn how to help busi-

nesses use IS technology to be more efficient 

and productive,” Dr. Thouin says.

Input from MIS advisory board members gave the school real-

world applications to address in the curriculum.

 “The ability to effectively straddle the IT/business divide by apply-

ing both MIS and business concepts is a critical skill that only an MIS 

major can provide,” Jeff Word, vice president of product strategy at SAP, 

says. “Deep understanding of the fundamental concepts of MIS, along 

with a generalist understanding of business fundamentals, is a winning 

combination for at least the next decade, based on real demand.”

 “There’s a tremendous demand for people who know the tech-

nology and know the business,” Dr. Thouin says. “Businesses are so 

dependent on technology; virtually everything they do is touched 

on by an information system at some point. It’s very important to 

understand how they work.”

Worldly Grads
Executives increasingly deal with issues that extend beyond bor-

ders and across oceans. Success in global business requires manage-

rial and technical skills adaptable to both international companies 

abroad and to domestic organizations involved in globalization.

The SOM program in global business helps students understand 

the cultural, political and regulatory environments that shape inter-

national business and trade. Graduates will be well-equipped to pur-

sue jobs in the private or public sectors, as well as graduate degrees 

in areas such as international law, accounting, advertising, manage-

ment, marketing or strategy.

Global business core courses give students in-depth knowledge 

of managing business activities in an international context.  

Courses include Export Market Development, Global Strategy, Inter-

national Finance Management and Interna-

tional Organizational Behavior and Human 

Resource Management.

Foreign language and cross-cultural man-

agement skills are vital parts of this program, 

because “in the past, failure of American 

expatriates in [international business] post-

For more information, visit: http://som.utdallas.edu/msie for MSIE  | http://sem.utdallas.edu/ for 
SEM | http://som.utdallas.edu/graduate/execed/SupplyChain/index.php for the Executive MBA.

Habte G. Woldu

Grad Programs Grow 
By Three, Too 

The School of Management has 

added three additional graduate- 

level programs.

The Master of Science in Innova-

tion and Entrepreneurship (MSIE) 

program appeals to entrepreneurs in 

startups, as well as those develop-

ing products and technologies within 

existing companies. The program’s 

focus on technology-based innova-

tion is consistent with the traditional 

emphasis at UT Dallas on science, 

engineering and technology.

The SOM and the UT Dallas Erik 

Jonsson School of Engineering and 

Computer Science jointly offer Systems 

Engineering and Management (SEM), 

which formalizes education involving 

the design, engineering and manage-

ment of increasingly complex systems.

SEM appeals to those with at least 

five years’ industry experience and 

a bachelor’s degree in engineering, 

math, physics, chemistry, economics 

or finance. Students can opt to earn 

certificates, one in systems engineer-

ing, one in management, before 

earning a master’s degree by taking a 

few more courses.

SOM’s Executive Education area has 

introduced an Executive MBA with an 

emphasis in supply chain manage-

ment. The 28-month program trains 

graduates to help businesses reduce 

costs, enhance efficiency and improve 

customer service. The SOM also offers 

a graduate certificate and an MS 

degree in supply chain management. 

By Lola Howle

Mark Thouin 
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ings has been mainly attributed to lack of language skills and cultural 

sensitivities,” Dr. Woldu says.

Students eagerly await foreign study opportunities. In August, 

Dr. Woldu took students on a 10-day study tour to India. Last spring, 

seven SOM undergrads spent a semester at Dongguk University in 

Seoul, South Korea.

Translate Numbers Into Knowledge
The undergraduate SOM marketing degree program’s emphasis on 

quantitative data analysis responds to a real need in the marketplace.

Thanks to technology, statistics on customer behavior, sales and 

marketing are more accessible than ever. But just because the informa-

tion is there does not mean businesses understand how to interpret the 

deluge of facts and figures, Undergraduate Marketing Program Director 

Julie Haworth says. “It is crucial to analyze data for marketing. With-

out analysis, resources can easily be wasted,” she says.

The best marketing pros, she adds, know how to reason and solve 

problems by using mathematical processes, spreadsheets and data-

base technology. She says that developing data analysis skills will set 

SOM students apart from their job-market competition.

Marketing practitioners on the SOM Marketing Advisory Board 

confirm that the new program is analytical, practical and thorough. 

“When there is a degree program involved, we know the candidate 

has taken all the courses necessary to be a 

marketing professional, including quantitative 

methods and market research,” board member 

Jeff Savitz of Savitz Research says.

SOM tapped practitioners from 24 compa-

nies to learn which subject areas employers 

valued highly. Advisers included representatives 

from Alcatel-Lucent, Cisco Systems, the Dallas Cowboys, Frito-

Lay, PepsiCo, Texas Instruments, Travelocity and more.

The curriculum teaches skills such as planning, evaluation, 

team presentation, case study, brand and channel auditing, sell-

ing, pricing, strategy and management.

Marketing — like other undergraduate — students also meet cor-

porate leaders who speak at university events and guest-lecture in 

classes. Recent speakers include Craig Zurek, director of media devel-

opment and sales for the Dallas Cowboys, and Bill Miller, owner of 

VeraBridge LLC, which produces software for the banking industry.

Networking with such executives helps students hone communica-

tion skills, which are highly prized by prospective employers. Employ-

ers in NACE’s Job Outlook 2010 survey ranked communication skills at 

the top of the list of what they look for in potential hires. Rounding 

out the top five on their list: analytical skills, the ability to work in a 

team, technical skills and a strong work ethic.

Employers consider many skills, qualities and attributes when hir-

ing, Marilyn Mackes, NACE executive director, said when the survey 

was released in January. But evidence that the candidate can perform 

the job is key. “Our research shows that employers are looking for 

well-rounded candidates. In a 

tight job market, the candidate 

who can offer just a little bit 

more has the advantage.”  fl

Julie Haworth 

Marketing fair, August 25

For more information on the new degree programs, visit:

http://som.utdallas.edu/bsglobalbusiness | http://som.utdallas.edu/bsmarketing |   

http://som.utdallas.edu/bsmis

SOM students (left foreground) mingle with their  
counterparts in Ahmedabad, India.



Pankhuri Mittal, Undergraduate
A graduate of nearby Plano (Texas) High School, 

Pankhuri Mittal was familiar with UT Dallas, and she 

liked the fact that it was close to home.

But her reasons for choosing The School of Man-

agement go far beyond geographical advantage.

“I realized that I had a lot of opportunities as a 

student here,” she says. “I feel that I have come to 

a university that can open many doors for me in 

the future.” She says the top-notch faculty and the 

student-to-professor ratio offered in the Manage-

ment Honors Program for undergrads have reassured 

her that she made the right choice. She is looking 

forward to receiving the “best education possible” 

while growing both socially and scholastically.

“My ultimate goal is to attend law school after 

Opening 
Doors

The Opportunities Four New Students 
See At The School of Management 

Each new School of Management student has dreams and expectations — as well as very individual reasons for choosing  

The University of Texas at Dallas. The four students featured here talked about their decision making as they looked  

forward and as their new adventure in education began.

 ~ By Paula Felps ~

Pankhuri Mittal
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completing four years at UTD,” she says. “I feel that with the many 

opportunities I will receive from SOM and UTD, I can be accepted to an 

exceptional law school with the highest regards from my professors.”

But the thing she says she is most looking forward to is taking her 

first business class, Business Law, and making new friends among her 

fellow students.

Elijah Metcalf, Full-Time MBA Student
After earning a degree in theater and communications from Temple 

University in Philadelphia, Elijah Metcalf found himself working in 

business-to-business contract sales for Office Depot.

“I knew I wanted to continue with a career in business but felt I 

would be less desirable for promotions without an MBA,” he says.  

“I knew I wanted to attend a full-time MBA program so that I could 

completely focus on learning business in an academic setting without 

the added stress and time commitment of a job.”

The School of Management offered exactly the program he was 

looking for, and he was pleased with both the accelerated time frame 

and the reasonable price.

Although he knows the next 16 months will be “intense and chal-

lenging,” he also knows they will be rewarding. He is looking forward to 

courses that provide insight into the many different aspects of business, 

as well as receiving guidance as he 

explores his career path.

 “More than anything, I am look-

ing to define and outline my career 

goals,” says Mr. Metcalf, who already 

has been elected by his classmates 

to serve as their community service 

representative. “At this point, I have 

many more questions than answers. I 

want to refine and focus my interests 

into a career path.”

Elijah Metcalf

“I want to refine and focus my interests 
into a  career path.”                                — Elijah Metcalf



Holly Williams, Part-Time Master’s Student
Returning to the classroom after 25 years in the business world, 

Holly Williams is studying management and administrative sci-

ences while working as regional manager of customer operations 

for MetroPCS. She chose UT Dallas because she wanted an in-class 

experience (although the MS in MAS program offers online as well 

as on-campus classes), and The School of Management offered the 

opportunity to study all facets 

of business.

“I’m particularly interested 

in organizational behavior  

and developing my management 

skills so I can do a better  

job of managing and developing 

my employees,” she says.  

“The School of Management 

seems like the perfect place  

to do that.”

Ms. Williams admits to being 

nervous after more than two 

decades away from school, but 

she also is ready to take on 

whatever challenges lie ahead. 

“My career goal is very specific: Employees will be better off because I 

was their supervisor. I want to be a good leader.”

While a master’s degree is her ultimate end goal, she is more excit-

ed about learning the material. “I want to immerse myself in learning 

about the world I work in and get better at what I do,” she says. “The 

master’s will signal that I’ve completed my studies, but the study itself 

is what excites me.”

Evelyn (Evie) McGerr, Executive MBA Student
Evelyn (Evie) McGerr had many reasons for wanting to attend The 

School of Management, but the biggest draw was the school’s diversity.

“I work for AT&T, which is a global company, and I feel strongly 

that all the different faces and perspectives are so important today. 

It’s what is needed to survive in business; you have to think global,” 

says Ms. McGerr, the regional director of marketing for AT&T. Addi-

tionally, she says the focus on decision making fit well with her own 

personal goals.

“I expect to be expected to 

perform at my highest level,” 

she says, “and I expect to be 

pushed beyond my limits and 

achieve my highest possible 

potential. I am so excited about 

the potential that lies ahead. 

I’m in a classroom surrounded 

by truly brilliant people, and I want to bring value to that group. I 

have to plug in and dig deep to do that.”

And, at the end of the journey, she expects to see amazing results 

from herself and her fellow classmates. “We have the potential to 

grow and become a force to be reckoned with,” she says. “It’s a pow-

erful group, and I believe we can drive change.”  fl

Evelyn (Evie) McGerr

Holly Williams
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A graduate of the University of Washington in Seattle, Cathy 

Fraser has a special place in her heart for public schools. So 

when the senior vice president of Tenet Healthcare Corpora-

tion was invited to join The School of Management Advisory Council, 

she gladly accepted.

 “Public education played such a big role in my life, and I truly rec-

ognize the value of it,” she says. “It’s critical for today’s students to 

have economic access to quality education.”

She sees that kind of quality at UT Dallas, and she believes the stu-

dents it is attracting are vital to the future of the entire region. “Dal-

las is a significant draw for Fortune 500 companies, and the city has 

weathered the recession better than most,” she notes. Therefore, having 

access to quality employees in its own backyard is imperative.

 “The more we bring to the area in higher education, the better it is 

for the economy and the better students we attract.”

Ms. Fraser also is a board member of Workforce Solutions of Greater 

Dallas and the family nonprofit JKU Foundation.

COUNCIL ADDS MEMBERS  
TO MATCH GROWTH 

Expansion means more advisory members than ever are working on behalf of the school.
— BY PAULA FELPS —

Cathy Fraser

DEPARTMENTS  ADVISORY COUNCIL UPDATE

As The School of Management grows, so does its advisory council, a group of corporate executives, experts and 

leaders who counsel and serve the school as it expands, improves and excels. SOM enrollment, having increased 

10 percent this fall, stands at about 5,500 students. To keep pace, the advisory council invited five new members, 

introduced here, to its ranks. The council roster now numbers 40 members.
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L. Dean McGowan says he was always interested in The University of 

Texas at Dallas because of its association with Texas Instruments. But  

it wasn’t until his company began hiring School of Management students 

as interns that he really took note of what was happening on campus.

“So many business schools are not turning out good students,” says 

the senior vice president of investments for UBS. “When we started 

using [SOM] interns, we were very impressed. And then I became aware 

of how rapidly The School of Management was advancing.”

Mr. McGowan explored the school further and found himself deeply 

impressed. Although he has always been active in volunteer work through 

his church, and has been offered other board positions, “this was the first 

one that sparked my interest.” Now, he is excited to lend his expertise to 

help broaden the school’s track record for success.

“If you’re interested in your community, you want to be able to give 

something back,” he says. “The quality of students here is really good, 

and UTD’s ability to turn them out ready to enter the business scene is 

truly remarkable.”

Cheri Phyfer has enjoyed being both a role model to female students 

and a contributor to the direction of her alma mater, Clemson University, 

as a member of its advisory board. Now, she looks forward to bringing 

that same insight to The School of Management Advisory Council.

“The national attention that The School of Management is receiving 

is truly surprising, given how young it is,” says Ms. Phyfer, who is presi-

dent and general manager of the Southwest Division Paint Stores Group 

of the Sherwin-Williams Paint Company.

“I had heard a lot of great things about UTD, but when I met the dean, 

I enjoyed learning his vision for this school. I like where he’s taking The 

School of Management, and I feel like they’re on a great track. I’d like to 

help them continue to build awareness in the business community.”

Ms. Phyfer, who made the Texas Diversity Council’s list of “The Most 

Powerful and Influential Women in Texas” in 2008, also serves on the 

Women in Leadership Steering Committee for the Richardson Chamber 

of Commerce.

“When we started using [SOM] interns, we were very 
impressed. And then I became aware of how rapidly 
The School of Management was advancing.”

                                                                    — L. Dean McGowan

DEPARTMENTS  ADVISORY COUNCIL UPDATE

Cheri Phyfer

L. Dean McGowan
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Not long after relocating from San Antonio to Dallas in 2008, Steve 

Stine took advantage of his company’s involvement in the community — 

and that led him to UT Dallas.

“At that time, AT&T was looking for different opportunities for their 

executive leaders to play liaison roles,” says Mr. Stine, who today  

is senior vice president - core installation and maintenance for AT&T 

Network Operations. “I examined the range of possibilities, and UTD 

seemed like a good fit.”

Almost immediately, he became one of the university’s biggest fans. 

Now, as a member of The School of Management Advisory Council, he is 

eager to do whatever he can to support the school’s growth strategies.

“I believe completely in what UT Dallas is doing,” he says. “They 

have good ambitions and a logical plan. When I look at their five- and 

10-year plans, they are very solid. There’s a great energy and passion 

for what they want to accomplish. I just want to see how I can help.”

Having seen firsthand the importance of education, Sherry Vidal-

Brown is particularly excited to be able to serve on The School of Man-

agement Advisory Council.

“My grandmother and grandfather came to this country not know-

ing any English and hoping for the American dream,” Ms. Vidal-Brown 

recalls. Having earned four degrees, including a PhD, she is particularly 

aware of the opportunities and rewards of a quality education.

Executive vice president, human resources, for Accor North America, 

she was named one of the “Top 25 Women to Watch” in Dallas by the 

Dallas Business Journal as part of its annual Women in Business Awards 

in 2009.

“I am eager to be a part of the council so we can continue to reach 

out to students and business communities to help our country grow and 

individuals thrive,” Ms. Vidal-Brown says. “I want to always continue to 

learn from others and hopefully partner with other advisory members 

on issues that are important to us and our community.”  fl

Steve Stine 

Sherry Vidal-Brown

“I believe completely in what UT Dallas is doing. They 
have good ambitions and a logical plan. When I look at 
their five- and 10-year plans, they are very solid.”

                                                                    — Steve Stine
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Investing in Great Potential

Ericsson North America President Angel Ruiz



By Jimmie Markham

Supporters back their belief  
in the SOM with two new  
distinguished professorships.

C
orporate and private philanthropists are in -

creasingly seeing the economic promise  

of North Texas as inextricably tied to strength 

and growth at The University of Texas at Dallas. 

That is a key reason that longtime supporters 

Ericsson North America and Ron and Susan Nash have 

invested in the region’s economic future by providing 

two new distinguished professorships in the UT Dallas 

School of Management. 

They see their gifts as enduring support promising 

steady yields, with top management scholars produc-

ing a stream of students outfitted to contend with 

whatever regional business challenges lie ahead. 

“The professorships these gifts endow are very 

telling to prospective faculty and students, and they 

are very reassuring to the community,” SOM Dean 

Hasan Pirkul says. “They tell educators and students 

that we pursue academic excellence. They reassure 

the community that we are a quality institution with 

great potential.”

DRIVING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Providing a permanent endowment to support 

the research and scholarship of a UT Dallas faculty 

member is important to Ericsson. That is why the 

telecom company’s North America President Angel 

Ruiz recently made an investment in The School of SOM alumnus Ron Nash and his wife, Susan
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Management in the name of Ericsson’s founder, the Lars Magnus 

Ericsson Distinguished Professorship. 

“When we give endowments, we’re making a long-term in -

vestment in the school,” Mr. Ruiz says. “We do a number of 

things with UT Dallas already. We’ve provided scholarships, and 

we’ve sponsored the Lars Magnus Ericsson Chair in Electrical 

Engineering for some time now. For me, management is just as 

impor tant as engineering to Ericsson’s well-being, perhaps even 

more important.” 

UT Dallas is working toward realizing its vision of becoming a 

leading research university, in part so that it can drive economic 

development regionally. Headquartered in Plano, Texas, and one 

of the area’s major employers, Ericsson North America is already 

invested in this vision. To Mr. Ruiz, an endowment exemplifies 

both his company’s intent to maintain a long-term relationship 

with the SOM and what that relationship represents to his com-

pany’s long-term interests. 

Mr. Ruiz recognizes that Ericsson is in a transitional period. 

Knowing that UT Dallas can help his company as it continues to 

evolve, he invests heavily in the university. 

The strong commitment to collaborative efforts that Mr. Ruiz 

has maintained over many years resulted last spring in him being 

named one of the first two recipients of the university’s Gifford K. 

Johnson Community Leadership Award. 

He reaffirmed the collaboration early this academic year by 

hosting Ericsson Day, a September 1 technology and career oppor-

tunities showcase. Students could drop off their résumés at the 

end of a tour of the Mobile Ericsson Experience trailer. It parked 

on campus and offered presentations of the company’s 3G and 4G 

wireless broadband technology, whose applications include Wire-

less Newscast, Connected Home, IP TV and IMS Gaming. 

“Telecommunications is changing at a rapid pace,” Mr. Ruiz 

says. “Ericsson is an entrepreneurial, high-tech, innovative and 

progressive company that focuses on new technology. To be seen 

as that kind of company, we must attract the talent that will 

allow us to transition the competencies that we have in-house. 

To do that, we have to recruit excellent young talent coming out 

of universities like UT Dallas. That’s how we can ensure our future 

in a very competitive environment.” 

From the UT Dallas perspective, attracting and retaining top 

faculty talent increases the university’s prestige, making it a 

destination of choice for top students from around the world 

who could eventually fill those management roles at Ericsson and 

other local companies. Michael DeFrank, UT Dallas assistant vice 

president for corporate and foundation relations, sees it as a 

critical need. 

“Named endowed professorships help the university convey 

recognition and appreciation for the accomplishments of the fac-

ulty,” he says. “They also distinguish the holders of the named 

professorships among their peers. They are a highly recognized 

symbol of academic achievement and standing in the wider  

academic community. Perhaps most telling, however, is the fact 

that they are characteristic of top research universities.”

GIVING BACK AND LOOKING AHEAD 

Two philanthropists with a long track record of supporting 

UT Dallas have similar visions for both UT Dallas and the city 

for which it is named. When SOM alumnus Ron Nash and his 

wife, Susan, made their gift last summer to establish the Susan 

C. and H. Ronald Nash Distinguished Professorship, they both 

saw it as a worthy investment: He wanted to give back to his 

alma mater, while she envisioned the university as a potential 

national destination. 

“we have to recruit excellent 

young talent coming out of  

universities like UT Dallas. That’s 

how we can ensure our future  

in a very competitive environment.

”— Angel Ruiz
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“When I was a graduate student at UT Dallas, I was only inter-

ested in the education that I was getting,” Mr. Nash, who earned 

an MS in management and administrative sciences in 1979, says. 

“After I graduated, I stepped back and gained some perspective. 

As I became a business executive in Dallas and got more involved 

in the community, I began to see the bigger picture.”

He realized that Dallas needed a big research university — one 

that concentrated on engineering, sciences and business. For 

him, the logical candidate was UT Dallas. 

“That’s one of the things that drove my relationship with the 

university — first as a student, then as a volunteer and now as a 

philanthropist,” Mr. Nash, a partner at InterWest Partners, says. 

“I give to UT Dallas because it has made an impact on my life.” 

Named a School of Management Distinguished Alum in 2000, 

his volunteerism includes helping to found the university’s alumni 

association in 1983 and serving four years as its chairman. He 

still sits on the UT Dallas Development Board and on The School 

of Management’s Advisory Council. A former council chairman, he 

spearheaded the group’s fundraising efforts for a new SOM  

building early this decade. Last year, he took a leadership role 

in seeking cash gifts to help UT Dallas qualify for state matching 

funds in the Texas Research Incentive Program.

Kyle Edgington, SOM’s director of development and alumni 

relations, has known Ron Nash for more than two years. The 

Nashes have “invested early to encourage others to give,” Mr. 

Edgington says.

Susan Nash compares the need for continued investment in 

UT Dallas to the recent development of the Dallas Arts District.

“Some people thought that building a fine arts district wasn’t 

necessary,” she says. “They thought that having just the Meyerson 

Symphony Center was good enough. Now, with the Winspear Opera 

House and everything else, the Dallas Arts District has become a 

national destination. With UT Dallas, it’s the same thing.”

As a business leader, Mrs. Nash, vice president of field opera-

tions at VMware, gravitates to The School of Management, which 

draws her support because of the graduates it produces.

“When I’m able to hire a student from UT Dallas who benefit-

ed from my giving, I can see the immediate impact of my gift,” 

she says. “And it’s not just the students but faculty, staff and 

administration. I like what I see in people at UT Dallas. Rather 

than being too bureaucratic, they’re free and entrepreneurial in 

their thinking about the ways they would build and grow UT Dal-

las. With that kind of attitude, UT Dallas is certain to become a 

national destination, just like the Dallas Arts District.”

Her husband concurs with her assessment.

“UT Dallas is positioned so that resources and funding can 

help it make huge breakthroughs, what with the quality of the 

research it does and the recognition it receives,” he says. “It’s an 

up-and-comer. Because it’s located in a large metropolitan area, 

it can be a major driver for future employment in the region. It’s 

easy to give money to an institution that you know is going to 

have such a large impact on the community.”  fl

“Because it’s located in a large  

metropolitan area, it can be a major 

driver for future employment in  

the region. It’s easy to give money to  

an institution that you know is going 

to have such a large impact on the 

community.

” — Ron Nash
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Open a credit account, and often you will receive 

“rewards” for purchases, typically in the form 

of points for dollars spent and redeemable for 

specific perks or gifts, once a certain level of purchases has 

been achieved.

Or, as a member of a favorite club, sports team, univer-

sity or other specialty group, you may sign up for a credit 

card — known as an “affinity” card — which allows you to 

“give back” a percentage of purchases to the organization  

to which you are loyal.

The credit-card industry has grown during the past 50 

years from a million-dollar business to one representing 

$2.46 trillion in consumer debt, according to the Federal Re-

serve. The industry continually is searching for ways to attract 

and retain customers, and generate new revenue streams.

SURPRISING RESULTS
For credit-card issuers, do these affinity and reward cards 

accomplish this objective?

B.P.S. Murthi, professor of marketing, coordinator of 

Marketing professor uncovers contrary-to-

popular-wisdom surprises in study of loyalty, 

profit and risk.                    BY DONNA STEPH RIAN

Credit 
Card 
Intrigue?
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The School of Management’s Marketing area and director 

of the SOM-based Morris Hite Center for Marketing, says 

that “surprisingly” this is not the case.

In an article soon to be published in the Journal of Finan

cial Services Marketing, Dr. Murthi provides new data and 

research that show that these types of “loyalty programs do 

not have a positive effect on firms’ profits.” Instead, the  

only significant value they provide to the issuer relates to 

reduction in risk.

“The conclusions we reached were somewhat contrary to 

conventional wisdom and hold many lessons for manag-

ers,” says Dr. Murthi in his paper, “What Price Loyalty? A 

Fresh Look at Loyalty Programs in the Credit Card Industry.”

“Surprisingly, we found that both of these cards don’t 

gender higher profits for banks, as compared to people who 

don’t have such cards,” he says. “So, if it doesn’t buy them 

profits, does it buy them loyalty? Our research showed that 

it did neither.”

Dr. Murthi and his colleagues analyzed more than 9,000 

new reward and affinity credit-card accounts issued in  

a single month by a major financial institution and card-

holders’ transaction histories during the following three 

years. The researchers’ focus was on customer-retention 

strategies, based on three criteria: customer profitability,  

customer lifetime and customer risk.

“In our study, we find strong evidence that affinity and 

reward programs generate less profit on average, relative 

to customers who do not have these programs, either by 

attracting less-profitable customers or by rewarding cus-

tomers for their less-profitable behavior, such as increasing 

transaction amounts. These findings are contrary to current 

research and popular beliefs regarding the effectiveness of 

such programs,” the paper states. “Much of the theory sup-

porting affinity programs posits an 

enhanced loyalty effect, which in 

turn is expected to lead to higher 

profits. In the credit card industry, 

our results indicate otherwise.

“Bottom line: Affinity and reward 

cards are of value to credit-card  

issuers not because they are more 

profitable than non-affinity or  

non-reward customers, or because 

these customers have longer life-

times, but because they help to lower 

the overall risk of their portfolio….

The value of these programs lies in 

the fact that they attract customers with a lower risk profile, 

thus lowering the overall risk faced by the firm.”

TAKING AN EARLY LEAD IN RESEARCHING 
CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR

Dr. Murthi, a master’s and PhD graduate of Carnegie 

Mellon University, hopes his paper will spark interest in 

SOM’s marketing program and research capabilities.

 “I believe UT Dallas is an early leader in this kind of 

research,” he says. “I want to spread the word regarding our 

capabilities in exploring customer behavior, based on  

scientific data and these types of methodologies. My goal 

is to expand my research further and find new ways that 

would be advantageous to banks in gauging risk and profit-

ability, and predicting what types of cards are best to  

offer. There also could be future implications regarding 

policies that could significantly affect both consumers and 

the credit-card industry as a whole.”

“The comparison of the impact that the leading credit-

card enhancement programs have on profitability, lifetime, 

risk and risk-adjusted lifetime value provides a starting 

point for new streams of research in the credit-card industry,” 

the paper concludes. “An excellent extension of the current 

work would be to expand the observation period beyond 

three years to gain a greater understanding of the dynamics 

of the customer relationship.

“As the global financial crisis drags on, financial institu-

tions are looking more carefully at their credit-card portfo-

lios as they actively manage their customer base, as well as 

their risk.”

Dr. Murthi’s research interests include customer rela-

tionship management, risk-adjusted lifetime value,  

and personalization and targeting 

of customers via the Internet.  

A 17-year School of Management 

veteran, he has published almost 

20 papers in numerous industry 

journals and has almost another 

dozen in progress.

Co-authors of his soon-to-be 

published article are SOM MBA 

and PhD alumna Erin M. Steffes, 

assistant professor of marketing at 

Towson University in Maryland, 

and Abdul A. Rasheed, professor 

of marketing at The University of 

Texas at Arlington.  fl

B.P.S. Murthi
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Danie l Co h e n

Few topics of economic research 

could be timelier than studying the  

effects of regulation on capital markets. 

That is just the research that Daniel 

Cohen brings to The School of Manage-

ment, as he joins the faculty this fall  

as an associate professor in accounting.

In researching the economic  

consequences of recent regulation of 

financial markets, Dr. Cohen focuses 

on “whether recent corporate govern-

ance regulation such as Sarbanes- 

Oxley is effective in curb-

ing behavior.”

Dr. Cohen previ-

ously served at the Stern 

School of Business at New 

York University and the Wharton 

School of Business at the University of 

Pennsylvania. He received his PhD in 

accounting from the Kellogg School of 

Management at Northwestern University 

and his MBA and BA from the Hebrew 

University of Jerusalem.

A rzu O zo guz

While she researches empirical asset 

pricing, capital markets and interna-

tional finance, it is her interaction with 

her students that instills the most  

pride in Arzu Ozoguz, who is joining 

the SOM faculty this fall as an associ-

ate professor. She is teaching core 

finance courses to students in the Pro-

fessional MBA program.

Dr. Ozoguz has taught 

in Turkey, Canada and  

the United States, most 

recently as assistant professor 

of finance at the Kenan-Flagler Business 

School at the University of North  

Carolina at Chapel Hill. She earned her 

PhD and MS in finance from INSEAD, 

her MBA from Koç University in  

Istanbul, and her BA in economics 

from Oberlin College.

H arpre e t Singh

Harpreet Singh intends to combine 

theories from economics and sociology 

in researching social networks, electronic 

word-of-mouth information systems 

and peer-to-peer lending in online 

financial markets. He joins The School 

of Management as assistant professor of 

management information systems.

Dr. Singh comes to Dallas from the 

University of Connecticut, where he  

was a graduate assistant and earned his  

doctorate degree in business adminis-

tration-information systems. He was  

an inductee into the School of Business 

Hall of Fame at the University of  

Connecticut. Dr. Singh also 

received a bachelor’s 

degree in chemical engineering from 

Panjab University Chandigarh in India.

B e rnh ard Ganglm air

Bernhard Ganglmair comes to  

The School of Management from the  

Institute for Empirical Research in 

Economics at the University of Zurich, 

Switzerland, where he received his 

doctorate degree in economics. 

The assistant professor in 

managerial economics 

will continue his research 

into law and economics and 

how rules of law facilitate or distort 

market transactions.

After receiving his Master of Arts 

degree in economics at the University 

of Linz in Austria, Dr. Ganglmair  

studied as a visiting research fellow at 

Columbia Law School. He teaches 

business economics.

H . Jo e  W e lls

As the new director of the Master  

of Science in Finance program, H. Joe 

Wells draws upon his experience as a 

partner at Deloitte Financial Advisory 

Services for more than 20 years.  

Recently he was the partner-in-charge  

of valuation practice for the mid-Amer-

ica region for Deloitte’s Financial  

Advisory Services. The clinical professor 

DEPARTMENTS  NEW FACULTY 

NEW HIRES MEET NEW NEEDS
THESE FACULTY MEMBERS MEET THE NEEDS OF NEW COURSES, 
NEW PROGRAMS AND EXPANDING ENROLLMENT.
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received his doctorate in finance from 

Cornell University, his MBA from The 

University of Texas at Austin and his 

bachelor’s degree in 

mechanical engineering 

from the University of 

Oklahoma. He is licensed 

as a certified public accountant 

and chartered financial analyst. Before 

Deloitte, Dr. Wells spent six years  

in the oil and gas industry and was a 

management consultant at Stanford 

Research Institute.

De nnis McCuistio n

Well known as a speaker, Dennis 

McCuistion also crusades for better  

listening, a cause he takes to audiences 

from the graduate school classroom  

to the corporate boardroom. A former 

bank CEO and host for 20 years of  

an ongoing public affairs TV program 

on PBS, he is a clinical professor  

and director of special projects and 

development at the Insti-

tute for Excellence  

in Corporate Gover-

nance, one of the centers 

of excellence at The School 

of Management.

Mr. McCuistion holds a Master of 

Liberal Arts degree from Southern 

Methodist University. He brings 40 

years of experience in corporate  

governance, including a position on  

a Fortune 500 company board. 

Since 1990 he has been host and 

executive producer of the nationally 

syndicated, award-winning McCuistion 

Program on PBS.

Mr. McCuistion says he was attracted 

to the IECG because his passion matches 

the institute’s goals — to enhance the 

abilities of corporate directors, senior 

management and institutional investors 

to effectively and ethically protect and 

promote the interests of stakeholders.

Julie  B ingh am  H aw o rth

As the director of the new under-

graduate marketing program, Julie 

Bingham Haworth looks forward to 

helping students obtain intern- 

 ships, prepare for marketing com-

petitions and get involved in the cam-

pus chapter of the American 

Marketing Association, 

which is based in The 

School Management. Also 

an SOM senior lecturer, she is 

teaching Principles of Marketing, 

Product and Brand Management and 

the Sales and Distribution Manage-

ment courses.

Ms. Haworth previously was global 

product manager of color cosmetics  

for Mary Kay Inc. She received her  

master’s degree in business adminis-

tration from The University of Texas  

at Austin with a marketing concentra-

tion and her Bachelor of Fine Arts 

degree from Southern Methodist Uni-

versity. Ms. Haworth previously  

was on the adjunct faculty, where she 

assisted in developing the new degree 

program. She says she takes pride  

in having assembled “an advisory 

board of world-class marketers that 

has been extremely interested and 

helpful in assisting with the develop-

ment of our Bachelor of Science in 

Marketing curriculum.”

A le x ande r E dse l

After leading successful product 

introductions at Bayer as well as hold-

ing positions at Wellpoint, Compaq  

and Uniroyal Chemical, Alexander  

Edsel is at The School of 

Management, research-

ing marketing and 

product failures. A 

senior lecturer and 

director of graduate mar-

keting programs, he is coordinating a 

marketing practitioners  

conference to be held November 12 

(see Morris Hite Center to Host Marketing 

Conference on page 28).

Mr. Edsel also is responsible for 

readying a new 36-hour Master of Sci-

ence in Marketing degree program,  

slated to launch in the fall of 2011. An 

SOM alum, he earned an MBA from  

UT Dallas in 1996 and a law degree 

from the University of Buenos Aires.

Ge o rge  De Co urcy

George DeCourcy says that real estate 

is a fascinating industry involving 

investment capital and human entrepre-

neurship, with a dose of sophisticated 

financial tools thrown in. A senior lec-

turer in the Finance area, he brings the 

experience of a career in the industry to 

The School of Management’s new course 

in that discipline, Funda-

mentals of Real Estate 

(BA 4363), which he is 

teaching this fall (see 

New Finance Courses Study 

Personal Finance, Real Estate and Corpo

rate Restructuring on page 26). He also is 

teaching Restructuring and Turnarounds  

DEPARTMENTS  NEW FACULTY 
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(Finance 6357), another new course.

A certified public accountant, Mr. 

DeCourcy earned an Executive  

MBA from The School of Management 

last year. He also received two degrees 

from Carleton University in Ottawa, 

Ontario, Canada: a Bachelor of Arts in 

economics and a Bachelor of Com-

merce in accounting and finance. A 

onetime chief financial officer at a pub-

lic company, he serves as membership 

chairman of the Dallas chapter of Finan-

cial Executives International.

A m al E l-A sh m aw i

A combination of years of teaching 

and corporate experience allows Amal 

El-Ashmawi to have a personal and 

professional impact on 

her students. Now a 

senior lecturer in the 

Finance area, she previ-

ously served as an adjunct 

lecturer at UT Dallas and other local 

universities for three decades. For the 

majority of that time, she also worked 

in the corporate arena; her last position 

was the chief financial officer of a mid-

size company.

After obtaining her bachelor’s degree 

in business administration from Kuwait 

University and her MBA from the Univer-

sity of Cairo, Ms. El-Ashmawi received an 

MS from UT. She is teaching and coordi-

nating undergraduate core finance classes 

and implementing an online assignment 

and assessment system for students.

Jim  Rich ards

Two terms on the Dallas City Council 

may not be the typical back-

ground of a senior lecturer in 

finance, but Jim Richards’ experience in 

city government gives him a unique view 

of business. He also is a partner in two 

financial firms and on the board of 

directors of an investment company.

He is teaching Business Finance and 

Managerial Economics this fall.

A chartered financial analyst, Mr. 

Richards received an MA from UT Dallas 

and a bachelor’s degree in business 

administration from Stephen F. Austin 

State University.

Rich ard B o w e n

Richard Bowen brings 35 years’ 

experience in banking, including execu-

tive positions in finance, credit and 

information technology, to his new role 

as senior lecturer in the Accounting 

area. He left Citigroup in 2009 after 

serving as business chief underwriter for 

CitiMortgage, then provided contract 

services for the FDIC, working with 

failed banks.

An adjunct in accounting 

the past three years, he has 

taught both undergradu-

ate and MBA courses. This 

fall, he is teaching Financial 

Statement Analysis, Business Finance 

and Managerial Accounting.

A certified public accountant, Mr. 

Bowen received his MBA from The Uni-

versity of Texas at Austin and a Bachelor 

of Science in Mechanical Engineering 

degree from Texas Tech University.

Ste ve n So lch e r

Steven Solcher joins the faculty as a 

senior lecturer in accounting, the same 

area in which his father and fellow SOM 

faculty member, Charles Solcher, works.

The younger Mr. Solcher is teaching 

Intermediate Accounting II and Corpo-

rate Taxation this semester. He joins  

the school after previously serving  

as a senior associate for American Infra-

structure, LLC, a private equity 

firm in Northern Califor-

nia. Before that, he served 

as controller for McCown, 

DeLeeuw and Co., another pri-

vate equity firm.

A graduate of St. Mary’s University, 

where he was awarded a Bachelor of  

Business Administration degree, Mr. 

Solcher also earned an MBA from the 

University of Central Oklahoma and 

an MS in accounting from Oklahoma 

State University.

Judd B radb ury

Judd Bradbury brings a keen interest 

in studying business intelligence and 

enterprise systems to his new position 

as senior lecturer in management infor-

mation systems. He is president of  

Maverick Consulting and received his 

Master of Science in Management and 

Technology degree from Purdue  

University and his Bachelor of Science 

in Industrial Distribution degree from 

Texas A&M University.

Mr. Bradbury will teach a number  

  of enterprise-system relat-

ed courses, including 

an introductory course 

and one in customer 

relationship management. 

He continues to serve the City of Dallas 

as a board member for the Commis-

sion on Productivity and Innovation.
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The new national healthcare reform act will dramatically affect 

individuals, physicians, hospitals, insurance providers and how 

healthcare is delivered and paid for, according to a panel of local 

healthcare experts gathered at a School of Management seminar.

The experts addressed about 125 healthcare and business leaders, 

faculty members and students at Healthcare Reform: A Dialogue on 

How It Will Impact You and Your Business, a September 2 gathering 

designed to the be the first in a series analyzing the Patient Protection 

and Affordable Care Act of 2010.

Panel member U.S. Representative Michael C. Burgess, MD, said 

he believes the act needs to be “modified significantly” or repealed. 

Congressman Burgess, a Republican who represents the 26th District 

of Texas, opposed the 2,400-plus page piece of legislation and said it 

will create “an unknown number of agencies” and does not help keep 

healthcare costs down.

“If you read through this bill, there is nothing in it that will help 

you as a physician take care of your patient, faster, better and smart-

er,” said Congressman Burgess, who practiced medicine more than two 

decades and earned an MS from The School of Management before 

being elected to Congress. “There is only complexity in it.”

Moderated by Forney Fleming, MD, director of SOM’s MS in Health-

care Management program, the panel also included J. Darren Rodgers, 

president of BlueCross and BlueShield of Texas; Britt R. Berrett,  

president of Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas; and John F. 

McCracken, director of SOM’s Alliance for Medical Management program.

“This is not really healthcare reform, but healthcare financing 

reform,” said Dr. Berrett, who earned a PhD in public affairs from UT 

Dallas. “As hospitals and healthcare providers, we are extremely con-

cerned. Where will the money come from? Where will it go? And what 

are the implications?”

Medicare spending continues to grow, Dr. McCracken said. While 

several Medicare payment reduction programs are mandated by law 

between now and 2019, these are not very realistic, he said.

Dr. McCracken listed several alternatives, including fundamentally 

changing how healthcare is paid for, such as “bundled” payment 

programs. “In bundled payments, one payment is made, and doctors, 

hospitals and everyone else involved will have to divide it up between 

them,” he said.

Congressman Burgess opposed this idea. “Whom do you want your 

doctor to be accountable to, if you’re sick?” he said. “To the govern-

ment or to you, the patient?”

From an insurer’s point of view, the new act provides numerous 

components to be implemented over several years, said Mr. Rodgers, 

an SOM Advisory Council member. He provided a timeline of major 

provisions, such as the Employer Responsibility Act taking effect in 

2014, which penalizes certain employers who do not offer insurance.

“If you’re an employer who has a low-paid workforce, it will prob-

ably be less expensive to drop your health insurance than to keep it — 

although I know that sounds surprising to hear from someone in the 

insurance business,” Mr. Rodgers said.

View the healthcare discussion video, plus panelists’ bios and Power-

Point presentations at http://som.utdallas.edu/HealthcareDialogue2010 . 

Experts Explore Business 
Impact of Healthcare Reform
Public seminar is first in a series  

to fathom depths of new act          BY DONNA STEPH RIAN

UT Dallas | Autumn 2010 

Congressman Michael C. Burgess (second from right) fields an audience 
question as (left to right) J. Darren Rodgers, Britt Berrett, Forney Fleming 
and John F. McCracken listen.
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DEPARTMENTS  FACULTY NEWS

R acial diversity in the top ranks of  

a corporation may be good for 

business, according to new research 

conducted by a School of Management 

organizations, strategy and international 

management professor.

Results from Associate Professor Orlando 

C. Richard’s study suggest that racial  

diversity at the top may enhance company  

performance because it prompts more  

aggressive sales and marketing strategies.

Dr. Richard and co-authors Goce 

Andrevski of Queens University, Walter 

Ferrier of the University of Kentucky and 

Jason Shaw of the University of Minnesota 

surveyed the competitive actions of 115 

Fortune 1000 companies during a three-

year period. Their study, “Managerial Racial 

Diversity, Competitive Aggressiveness and 

Firm Performance: A Moderated Mediation 

Model,” won a Best Paper Award in July 

from the Academy of Management, which 

has published it online in 2010 annual 

meeting proceedings.

The survey found that firms with more 

racially diverse leadership tend to launch 

more competitive actions — such as new 

product introductions, creative advertis-

ing and promotions and sales incentives 

— than firms with homogeneous manage-

ment. In fact, firms with a highly diverse 

management mix launched 71 competitive 

actions per year while companies with  

low diversity leadership introduced only 

nine, research showed.

Dr. Richard, who teaches MBA and PhD 

courses in organizational behavior and 

human-resource management, is a leading 

scholar in the area of racial diversity’s bot-

tom-line effects. He says previous research 

has not successfully explained why diversity 

impacts company performance. He and 

his colleagues believe that racial diversity 

fosters greater creativity and innovation be-

cause it combines an assortment of knowl-

edge bases and experiences.

Unlike previous research that lumps  

all racial minorities into one category  

to compare against caucasians, this study 

defines diversity as management group 

representation across five racial categories: 

whites, blacks, Asians, American Indians 

and Hispanics. 

“We argue that greater distribution 

across these categories provides more  

creativity and problem-solving capabili-

ties,” Dr. Richard says.

The study also found that diversity 

training may be a useful human-resource 

management tool for companies concerned 

with managing a racially diverse organiza-

tional setting.

RACIAL DIVERSITY RESEARCH 
EARNS A BEST PAPER AWARD

A  H E A D  O F  T H E  G A M E S

Focus groups at various University of Texas and other college  

campuses are now testing Campus Life, an interactive online game 

created by School of Management faculty member Michael J. Savoie 

and a design team he assembled.

Dr. Savoie, director of the Center for Information Technology and 

Management, last year received a $250,000 grant from a University of 

Texas System program initiative, Transforming Undergraduate Educa-

tion, to create the game. Intended to help acquaint new students —  

and their parents — with the culture and realities of college living, it  

guides them through budgeting, class scheduling, commuting, housing and other choices.

Interested? The test version of the game is accessible at http://citm.utdallas.edu/tue/

campuslife.html . Play all the way through, and you will have a chance at the end to 

take a survey about your game-play experience.

Dr. Savoie and his team have begun work on the second-semester level of the 

game. He envisions eight semester-levels in the final game when it is complete.

Another game Dr. Savoie and the center’s social outreach program have worked on 

is Safariville, a 3-D Facebook interactive. Developed in conjunction with My House  

Ministries, a McKinney, Texas-based nonprofit devoted to helping impoverished widows 

and orphans in developing countries, the game allows players to develop an African  

safari lodge. It also offers chances to help a local village and orphans. Play is tied to 

numerous assistance opportunities with real-world charities. Find it at http://www. 

facebook.com/safariville .

Michael J. Savoie

Orlando Richard
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Internal Auditing  
Director Helps  
Revamp Profession’s  
Research Practices

M ark Salamasick, director of The School 

of Management’s Center for Internal 

Auditing Excellence, recently served 

as chairman of a professional 

task force that established 

new processes and  

priorities for internal  

auditing research.

Since 1990, Mr.  

Salamasick has been active 

in the Institute for Internal 

Auditors, a leading profes-

sional group serving  

members in 165 countries. He currently serves on 

the Board of Trustees of the Institute of Internal 

Auditors Research Foundation, an institute offshoot 

that sets professional standards and produces  

research reports and educational materials.

Mr. Salamasick chaired a foundation board task 

force charged with examining ways to expedite re-

search assessment and approval processes in order 

to make results available to professionals in a timelier 

manner.

This task force streamlined the process for getting 

internal audit research approved through the founda-

tion more quickly. The nine-member international 

group also streamlined processes for requesting re-

search data from the foundation.

The group defined that internal audit’s new pro-

fessional priorities lie in the following six areas:

• Risk Management

• Auditing Corporate Governance

• Internal Audit Technology Strategy

• Fraud

•  Adapting Audit Through the Various  

Business Cycles

• Internal Audit Knowledge, Skills and Abilities.

Due to task force efforts, project teams  

are working on the last two priority areas to 

advance the internal audit profession.

Mark Salamasick

Other appointments are:
Frank Anderson, director of the BS in Finance program

John Barden, director of the BS in Accounting program

Abhijit Biswas, associate coordinator of the Marketing area 

Alexander Edsel, director of planned graduate marketing programs

Julie Haworth, director of the BS in Marketing program

Charles Solcher, director of the MS in Accounting program

Amy Troutman, associate coordinator of the Accounting area

Habte Woldu, director of International Management programs and 

director of the BS in Global Business program
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New School Year 
Brings New Assignments
New programs, growth in existing 

programs, faculty retirements and 

realignments have brought about much 

organizational restructuring within The 

School of Management since the last 

academic year ended and the 2010-2011 

year began.

Summary of the Changes:

Monica Powell and Doug Eckel, 
who had been serving as assistant 

deans of graduate programs, have been 

promoted to associate deans.

Mary Chaffin, associate dean for 

undergraduate programs since 1997, re-

tired last spring after having given more 

than 20 years of service to UT Dallas. 

“Mary has done a great job for us, and 

we will miss her,” SOM Dean Hasan 

Pirkul said in announcing her departure.

Marilyn Kaplan, previously assistant 

dean for undergraduate programs 

under Dr. Chaffin, succeeded her as  

associate dean.

Moving into Dr. Kaplan’s old job, 

Matt Polze is now the assistant dean 

for undergraduate programs and co-

directs the Professional Program in 

Accounting. He also is serving as the 

interim director of the Management 

Honors Program, replacing Tracey 
Rockett, who returns to teaching and 

research after four years as the inaugu-

ral director of MHP.

Additional New Assignments:

Mary
Chaffin

Doug
Eckel

Marilyn 
Kaplan

Monica
Powell

Matt
Polze
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T he Institute for Supply  

Chain Management  

has granted official recogni-

tion to The School of Manage-

ment’s Master of Science  

in Supply Chain Management 

degree program. A 40,000- 

member nonprofit education 

and standards organization serving professionals in 75 countries, 

the institute granted its approval in August after the SOM submitted 

program and curriculum materials for evaluation.

A panel of experts concluded that the information provided 

“compares favorably to the body of knowledge of supply chain 

management, as defined by ISM.”

In summary findings, evaluators for the Tempe, Arizona-based 

institute noted particular strong areas of content and curriculum, 

including specific courses on software in supply management,  

and a focus on risk and decision making. The panel review also  

confirmed that outlined curriculum was relevant to the study and 

preparation for ISM’s Certified Professional in Supply Manage-

ment® (CPSM®) designation.

In addition to the debut this fall semester of an Executive MBA 

program with an emphasis in supply chain management (see Grad 

Programs Grow By Three, Too on page 4), Shawn Alborz, director of 

SOM’s operations management programs, says, “ISM approval of  

our MS in Supply Chain Management degree program gives us even 

more confidence that we are providing relevant and meaningful  

education for those who are entering the profession or continuing to 

lead the profession.”

For more information, visit http://som.utdallas.edu/mssupplychain .

SUPPLY CHAIN PROGRAM
EARNS ENDORSEMENT

SOM A PARTNER IN $8.48 MILLION MEDICAL-RECORDS GRANT PROGRAM

Last year’s historic stimulus package paved the way for estab-

lishing an electronic medical records (EMR) database. Now 

The School of Management is going to play a significant role in 

helping doctors capture and store patient information.

Recently, the federal government awarded an $8.48 million grant 

for creation of a Regional Extension Center (REC) by a partnership 

formed between UT Dallas and The University of Texas Southwestern 

Medical School and the Dallas-Fort Worth Hospital Council and  

Research Foundation. The U.S. has 60 regional  

extension centers, with four in Texas. The North 

Texas REC, which includes 43 counties in and around 

Dallas-Fort Worth, will offer technical assistance  

and guidance to healthcare providers and accelerate 

their efforts to implement EMRs.

“EMRs involve the electronic storage of all medi-

cal records at a particular site,” John F. McCracken, 

SOM’s clinical professor of healthcare management 

and founding director of its Alliance for Medical Man-

agement, says. A record “includes all the notes, everything a doctor 

creates for a patient.”

For that information to be shared, health information exchange 

sites must be created. EMR advocates say sites save time and money 

by preventing duplication of tests, enhance safety by preventing pre-

scription of medicines that might interact with current medications, 

and provide instant access to a patient’s important information.

“Hopefully, within five or 10 years, all Texas doctors will be on  

a health information exchange,” Dr. McCracken says.

The initial step is to reach out to doctors. “We 

want to become a trusted adviser to physicians,”  

Dr. McCracken says. “Secondly, we’re going to find 

and develop the technological talent to pull this off.”

Finally, he says, the North Texas REC will help 

doctors learn to reinvent work flow as they migrate 

from a paper-based system to an electronic one.

For more information, contact Dr. McCracken at 

jfm@utdallas.edu, 972-883-6252.

Shawn Alborz

John F. McCracken
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T
he School of Management’s Full-

Time MBA program “keeps get-

ting bigger and better,” Program 

Director Lisa Shatz reports.

Fall semester brought 65 incoming stu-

dents, a class almost half again as large as 

the 2009 incoming class of 44.

Although Ms. Shatz says the program in-

tent is to “stay small enough that we know 

each and every student — who they are, 

what they have done and what their goals 

are,” growth is not inherently off-limits.

“Our goal is to grow the program while 

keeping the intellectual quality high, the 

overall business experience of new students 

the same and the international diversity 

intact,” Ms. Shatz says.

This year, the average Graduate Manage-

ment Admission Test (GMAT) score of the 

incoming class is 668, the highest average 

ever. The class also reports an average of 4½ 

years per student of work experience. In all, 

class members hail from seven countries 

but have resided in a total of 18. 

The incoming class also steps into the 

record book for being the first to sign an 

MBA Oath, which was created by fellow 

Full-Time MBA students, the upperclass-

men scheduled to graduate in December.

When the soon-to-be-grads arrived in 

the fall of 2009, Associate Dean of Graduate 

Programs Monica Powell challenged them to 

create a legacy for the program. She suggest-

ed that because corporate ethics and execu-

tive conduct are hot business-school topics, 

an oath “truly reflective of our culture, our 

academics, our faculty, our diverse student 

programs” might be considered an appropri-

ate lasting contribution.

At orientation in August, the upperclass-

men read a statement of their beliefs and 

then asked each member of the new class 

to sign a copy of the oath they developed. 

The statement, “What We Believe,” and the 

oath follow here:

Full-Time MBAs See  
Growth, Take Pledge

For more information on the Full-Time MBA  

progam, visit http://som.utdallas.edu/ftmba .  

As a UT Dallas MBA 
I am a member of a global community, 
and I will embrace diversity as  
an essential component to success.

I am a well-rounded individual,  
and I will continue to improve myself  
academically, professionally and  
personally.

I recognize that success is a product  
of teamwork, and I will continuously 
build and nurture my network.

I am a business leader whose decisions 
impact the lives of those around me, 
and I will act with sincerity, honesty 
and integrity.

I make this commitment freely, and 
upon my honor.

MBA OATH

If you’re looking for a shortcut, look 
elsewhere.

Here, the path to success is intense.

And, in these halls, responsibility, inno-
vation and leadership call the shots.

Here, the future of business is 
charted not alone, but around confer-
ence tables and classrooms. Together.

We’ll grant you that it’s a unique 
vision. Perhaps not one readily 
adopted by most in this field.

But we are not business as usual.

We are the pioneers of the new 
commerce.

We come from around the globe to 
learn how to make the world 
exchange ideas, goods and services 
for the benefit of all.

This is not a product of idealism; this 
is down-and-dirty pragmatism.

You’ve seen it before: Every time 
someone gets caught doing something 
they know isn’t right, people cease  
to trust us.

Here, that will not stand.

Because every time that happens, 
someone somewhere loses their  
livelihood, their freedom, their means 
of putting food on the table.

We expect integrity, leadership, 
excellence and hard work from every 
single student, graduate and professor.

It’s not all work and no play.  
We look after our families, our 
friends, ourselves.

We are at the forefront of our  
fields because we nourish our bodies, 
our minds and our hearts.

We are the  
UT Dallas MBAs.

WHAT WE BELIEVE 
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New Finance Courses Study Personal Finance, Real Estate and Corporate Restructuring

DEPARTMENTS  PROGRAM UPDATES

AFRICAN AMERICAN MUSEUM BENEFITS FROM MARKETING

Assignments that produce results in the real world  
are not always part of the college experience, but some School of 

Management marketing students who worked on a project for  

the African American Museum in Dallas have come away with a 

résumé-building achievement that also showcases their commu-

nity spirit.

Dr. Calvin Jamison, senior vice president for business affairs at 

UT Dallas, says that over the years, UT Dallas has been very  

supportive of the African American Museum, which he describes 

as “one of the jewels of Fair Park and the Dallas community.”

That is why, when Harry Robinson Jr., president and CEO of 

the museum, approached the Office of Business Affairs with a 

request for ideas about revamping the museum’s marketing efforts, 

Dr. Jamison turned to The School of Management.

Abhijit Biswas, associate coordinator of SOM’s Marketing area, 

took the initiative from there. “We needed,” Mr. Biswas says, “to 

come up with a viable business plan for the museum’s gift shop, 

which was their main source of revenue.”

He recruited five students who, strictly on a volunteer basis 

through fall semester of last year, developed a no-cost marketing 

plan to help increase the number of visitors, improve the gift 

B
 

 

ehaving better financially has been an oft-visited idea during 

the economic downturn, and advocacy goes all the way to the top. But 

even before President Barack Obama last April called on Americans to 

“recommit to teaching ourselves and our children about the basics of 

financial education,” The School of Management had acted, having last 

fall started an online class in personal finance.

This fall, the three-credit hour course, Personal Finance (FIN 5300), 

moved into the classroom to cover the same subject, money matters 

viewed from an individual perspective and on a first-person level.

The course is one of several at both undergraduate and graduate 

levels that the school’s Finance area has recently introduced.

Also new, Fundamentals of Real Estate (BA 4363), a three credit-

hour introduction to the industry and survey of the business, is 

available at the undergraduate level to any student who has taken the 

prerequisite, Business Finance (BA 3341).

At the graduate level, Corporate Restructuring and Turnarounds (FIN 

6357), also three credit hours, is the newest in a series of courses offered 

through SOM’s Center for Finance Strategy Innovation (see CFSI Series 

Concentrates on Corporate Change on page 30) to address corporate change.

George DeCourcy, a new member of the Finance faculty (see  

New Hires Meet New Needs on page 18), is teaching both the restruc-

turing and the real estate courses. Corporate Restructuring and 

Turnarounds, Mr. DeCourcy says, “is a case-based look into the world 

of bankruptcies, restructurings, debt-equity exchanges and turnaround 

techniques for companies in various stages of distress.”

Surveying various aspects of the real estate business, including 

appraisal and development, finance, law and marketing, Real Estate Funda-

mentals “touches value and financing issues for both home ownership and 

commercial property investments, “ Mr. DeCourcy says. “Topics covered 

include property rights, contracts, valuation, investment and risk.”

Students contemplating a career in real estate or those simply want-

ing a general background in real estate investment should enroll, he says.

“All aspects of any financially related issues that would affect [students’] 

lives on a daily basis,” are fair game for study in Personal Finance, David 

M. Cordell, director of SOM’s Master of Science in Finance program, says.

Budgeting, car buying, home buying, credit cards, employee benefits, 

health expenses, education planning, estate planning, income taxes, 

insurance, investments, IRAs vs. 401Ks, lease vs. purchase options, 

loans — all that and more are covered in the class, which Dr. Cordell 

helped create and now teaches.

The course, an elective with no prerequisites, is open to nearly all 

UT Dallas graduate students and many undergraduate who are close to 

graduation, Dr. Cordell says; only finance majors are ineligible.

For more information on SOM’s Finance and Managerial Economics 

area, visit: http://som.utdallas.edu/finance .

David CordellGeorge DeCourcy
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STUDENTS’  HELP

shop, create higher patron involvement  

and generate significantly higher revenue.

 “I jumped on the opportunity,”  

says Divya Vasu, a recent MBA graduate. 

“The experience we gained was awesome.” Other participating  

students included recent MBA grads Sarah Voges, Jing Yang, Keyur 

Rao and undergrad Arezou Ghaemmaghami.

The students worked on the project between classes and exams. 

With data gathered and analyzed, the team came up with specific 

recommendations, making a formal presentation in March. The  

recommendations included pricing, merchandising, showcasing 

local artists and following a chronological revenue model that 

they developed.

In fact “the marketing plan developed by the UTD students  

was used by the African American Museum as part of a grant  

application package to secure $25,000 for their retail operations,”  

Dr. Robinson says.

The effort, Mr. Biswas says, was a great way to help a good 

cause while contributing to community development. He  

plans to use the experience as a template for classroom projects  

in forthcoming marketing courses.

Abhijit Biswas

A 
thought-provoking critic of corporate boards and 

the senior economics writer of the Wall Street 

Journal headlined The School of Management’s 

recent annual corporate governance conference, 

one that contemplated how to best increase board 

effectiveness and organizational performance.

Former investment banker John Gillespie opened the daylong 

October 7 event, “Money Well Spent: How Effective Boards  

Create Value,” the eighth national gathering sponsored by the 

SOM-based Institute for Excellence in Corporate Governance.

IECG Executive Director Constantine Konstans introduced 

Mr. Gillespie, co-author with Salon.com founder David Zweig of 

Money for Nothing: How the Failure of Corporate Boards Is Ruin-

ing American Business and Costing Us Trillions (Free Press, 2010). 

Mr. Gillespie reviewed a variety of cases they researched for the 

book and the related lessons learned in addressing the question: 

“What corporate governance changes are raising board effective-

ness in the 21st century?”

Luncheon speaker Steve Moore, Wall Street Journal editorial 

board member and senior economics writer, discussed 

“Washington, D.C., Politics and Economics in the Aftermath of 

Dodd-Frank,” the recently enacted Wall Street Reform and 

 Consumer Protection Act.

Annual IECG Conference
Considers Effectiveness of  
Corporate Boards

Steve MooreJohn Gillespie

“ M O N E Y  W E L L  S P E N T :  H O W  
E F F E C T I V E  B O A R D S  C R E A T E  V A L U E ”

Panel discussions interspersed throughout the conference 

covered such topics as compensation for top executives, the  

rising shareholder rights movement, the practices of institutional 

investors and the impact of recent congressional legislation on 

the nation’s economy.

The first afternoon keynote speaker was Charles D. Niemeier, a 

founding member of the Public Company Accounting Oversight 

Board, the private-sector, nonprofit corporation created by the 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 to oversee the auditors of companies 

in order to protect investors and the public interest. He discussed 

changes in the U.S. regulatory system meant to avoid or signifi-

cantly mitigate future economic crises.

Second afternoon keynoter was James Millstein, a former 

investment banker who left Lazard Freres and Co. last year to 

become the chief restructuring officer of the U.S. Treasury Depart-

ment. He addressed the feasibility or fantasy of turning the role 

of corporate director into a distinct profession.

View more information at http://som.utdallas.edu/centers/iecg/.



T he Center for Finance Strategy  
Innovation, one of The School of 
Management’s centers of excellence, 

will host a half-day forum January 11, 2011, 
focused on small-business investing and  
presented by the Private Equity Symposium.

The CFSI is a founding partner of the 

symposium along with the Dallas office of 

the legal firm Patton Boggs LLP.

The event, “Small Business Capital Access 

Forum: Create Jobs and Returns Using SBA 

Leverage,” is intended for bankers, private-

equity sponsors, institutional investors, 

foundations, small-business investment 

companies (SBICs) and public officials. 

Because of options made possible 

through guarantees of the Small Business 

Administration, an agency of the federal 

government, SBICs are a growth area of 

private-equity investing.

The forum will include national speakers 

and 12 panel sessions of highly qualified 

experts. Session topics will include invest-

ment opportunities, licensing process,  

legislative and regulatory changes, compli-

ance and fund administration, socially  

responsible investing, accounting and  

reporting issues, tax issues, fund valuation, 

and community development.

For information, contact CFSI Director 

David Springate at spring8@utdallas.edu.

CFSI to Host  
Small-Business  
Investing Forum
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Morris Hite Center to Host 
Marketing Conference

I
n line with the emphasis both industry and the newly launched 

School of Management BS in Marketing degree program (see 

New Degrees Give Graduates the Advantage for In-Demand Jobs 

on page 2) place on data and analysis, a forthcoming confer-

ence for marketing professionals will be data-driven, too.

“Don’t Blink…Use Facts-Based Marketing” is the title of the day-

long seminar the Morris Hite Center for Marketing is hosting Novem-

ber 12. Top-selling authors in the field will be the keynote speakers at 

the event, the first the center has hosted specifically for practitioners.

Kevin J. Clancy, PhD, Market Research Hall of Fame member and 

co-author of seven books — most recently Your Gut Is Still Not 

Smarter Than Your Head (John Wiley & Sons, 2007) — will discuss 

“How to Improve Your Marketing Return on Investment Using Facts.” 

Dr. Clancy will use case studies to explain how a profit-based 

approach to targeting, positioning and product and service develop-

ment can yield better programs.

Paul Gillin, veteran technology journalist and new media special-

ist, will give a “Crash Course on Leveraging Social Media in a in a B-to-B and B-to-C Envi-

ronment.” Author of Secrets of Social Media Marketing: How to Use Online Conversations 

and Customer Communities to Turbo-Charge Your Business! (Quill Driver Books, 2009) and 

The New Influencers: A Marketer’s Guide to the New Social Media (Quill Driver Books, 

2007), Mr. Gill was the founding editor of online publisher TechTarget and editor-in-chief 

of the technology weekly ComputerWorld.

Related case-study presentations will come from Pepsi-Cola on how a UT Dallas PhD 

student assisted Frito-Lay in creating a new forecasting model, Cisco on how it leverages 

social media in the business-to-business world, Sabre on a Travelocity profit-optimization 

model and SOM’s marketing faculty members.

Cost is $149 and includes networking opportunities with other marketing practitioners, 

a signed copy of Dr. Clancy’s new book, breakfast and lunch. Preregistration is required at 

http://som.utdallas.edu/dontblink .

Paul Gillin

Kevin J. Clancy

ANNUAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT MEETING

A Dallas City Councilman and an executive with Parkland Health and Hospital  

System were among decision makers discussing new designs at the fourth annual 

Project Management Symposium at The School of Management in August.

The largest of its kind in North Texas, the PM Symposium conferred up to 16 professional 

development units (PDUs) for practitioners. Headlining speakers included Walter B. Jones Jr., 

the senior vice president for facilities at Parkland Health and Hospital System, and David A. 

Neumann, chairman of the Dallas City Council’s Trinity River Corridor Project Committee.

Mr. Jones’ responsibilities run from the nuts and bolts of construction and renovation to the 
Walter B. Jones Jr. David A. Neumann
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P
rinciple-based standards — to propel financial reform, 

assess corporate incentives and underpin professional 

rules — frequently came to the fore of the recent 

research symposium The School of Management’s Insti-

tute for Excellence in Corporate Governance (IECG) held on 

“Incentives, Risk and Regulation.”

The August 27 and 28 event, IECG’s fourth annual symposium, 

brought together educators and business leaders to share research 

and experience on incentives — such as executive-compensation 

models; risks — such as professional judgments made in auditing 

and risk management; and regulation — such as financial reform. 

Opening speaker Donald P. Delves, founder and president of 

Chicago-based consulting firm The Delves Group, offered a prime 

example of principles emerging from corporate and collegiate  

partnership. As a member of the Independent Directors’ Executive 

Compensation Project, he suggested ways for corporate boards to 

improve executive-compensation oversight — even before the 

recent backlash about C-level pay at publicly traded U.S. compa-

nies began. The project, whose goal is to create a set of principles 

that independent directors and boards will voluntarily adopt, 

began last year to gather executive-compensation data.

“Four principles that emerged …included fairness, account-

ability, alignment and transparency,” Mr. Delves said. These 

provide much-needed clarity, he said.

Speaking on “Reforming the U.S. Financial System,” Dr. Karim 

Jamal, Chartered Accountants’ Distinguished Chair in Accounting 

at the University of Alberta, favored improvements that  

reward self-discipline, open exchange, fair-value accounting  

and principle-based standards. In his view, entrepreneurs make 

the best regulators, and no organization should be exempt  

from regulations.

Dr. Mark Peecher, Deloitte and Touche Professor of Accountancy 

at the University of Illinois, reviewed financial-statement  

auditing best practices. Professional judgment plays a critical role 

in auditing, said Dr. Peecher, who advocated extending statement 

auditors a “business-judgment rule” similar to that used by direc-

tors or psychotherapists.

Auditing standards sparked considerable debate during one 

panel discussion. Craig Woodfield, assurance partner in the Dallas 

office of the audit, tax and advisory firm Grant Thornton LLP,  

recommended further study of the International Financial Reporting 

Standards due to replace U.S. generally accepted accounting rules 

by 2016.

The principle-based standards promise to be more consistent 

and easier to understand, Mr. Woodfield said. The previous trend 

toward increasingly cumbersome rules might cause capital invest-

ments to go elsewhere. Speakers 

acknowledged that the switch 

seems daunting, but it is vital to 

match international standards.

For more information,  

visit http://som.utdallas.edu/

centers/iecg/. 

IECG Research Symposium Studies Principle-Based Standards

strategic vision of the healthcare system. Parkland is in the midst of raising 

funds to replace the current hospital, built in 1954, with a new state-of-

the-art facility. The $150 million capital campaign will contribute to  

the $1.27 billion project in an unprecedented public-private partnership.

Mr. Neumann, Dallas District 3 councilman, talked about his role  

in keeping tabs on the decades-long Trinity River public works project. 

The multi-agency, multidisciplinary development (www.trinityriver 

corridor.com and www.trinityrivercorridor.org/html/planning_development.

html) encompasses flood protection, recreation, environmental  

restoration, economic development and transportation projects. Mr. 

Neumann serves as the City Council’s point man overseeing the proj-

ects, progress and public funding.

Miles Shepherd, chairman of the International Project Management 

Association’s executive board, spoke about the effort to develop global 

project management standards, and Francisco Székely, director of SOM’s 

Center for Responsible Business and Sustainability (http://som.utdallas.edu/

crbs), talked about the need to embrace sustainability in order to maxi-

mize an organization’s competitiveness while diminishing risks and costs.

For more information on Project Management, visit http://som. 

utdallas.edu/graduate/execed/projectMgmtProg/.

Constantine Konstans (left),  
executive director of IECG and a 
School of Management professor, 
confers at the symposium with 
Dennis McCuisition (center), IECG 
director of special projects and 
development; and Carl Mudd, an 
IECG director in residence.



IIE ‘Grad’ Wins Tech Titan Award

UT Dallas President David E. Daniel (far left) and Institute of Innovation and Entrepre-

neurship (IIE) at UT Dallas Executive Director Joseph C. Picken (second from left) 

celebrate with Frank McEachern (holding award), CFO of MicroTransponder, Inc., and 

Will Rosellini (far right), SOM alum, current UT Dallas PhD candidate in neuroscience 

and CEO of MicroTransponder, at the Metroplex Technology Business Council 2010 

Tech Titans Award Gala August 27. The annual gala recognizes highly innovative  

individuals, companies and education programs. MicroTransponder, a local medical-

device development company, recently received a $1.7 million grant from the  

National Institutes of Health to share with a UT Dallas researcher in studying whether 

nerve stimulation offers a long-term cure for tinnitus — ringing in the ears. IIE played  

a key role in MicroTransponder’s startup. Dr. Picken helped Mr. Rosellini, MBA 2003 

and MS 2003, refine his business plan and find seed money. For more information, 

visit http://som.utdallas.edu/centers/innovation/ .

Individual and institutional investors, 
managed-fund executives and the 
portfolio of companies making up 
those funds — all are feeling the pressure 

to achieve better financial returns despite 

business downturns, uncertain economic 

conditions or excessive financial leveraging.

That pressure, says David Springate, 

School of Management finance professor and 

director of the school’s Center for Finance 

Strategy Innovation, has prompted the center 

to offer a series of courses covering corpo-

rate change ranging from new-company  

formation to major restructuring.

Center leaders believe the Transforma-

tion and Turnaround Series is providing 

graduate-level students and professionals 

useful frameworks to navigate the changing 

landscape of finance. “The series addresses 

one of today’s most pressing issues in the 

finance and investment field,” Dr. Springate 

says, “the need for improved economic  

returns from society’s assets — and necessary 

management responses.”

Offered with input from the Dallas 

Chapter of the Turnaround Management 

Association, the newest course, Corporate 

Restructuring and Turnarounds (FIN 6357), 

began this fall. It teaches how best to pursue 

the interests of different stakeholders in a 

corporate enterprise as well as stakeholders’ 

relative rights and incentives.

Course instructor George DeCourcy,  

a CFSI resident fellow and a new member of 

SOM’s finance faculty, says that through case-

based study and analysis, students also learn 

to enumerate various strategies managers or 

investors can employ when faced with a need 

for a turnaround or a restructuring. 

Students also gain an understanding of 

Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code,  

Mr. DeCourcy says, “highlighting how bank-

ruptcy law impacts managers, lenders,  

vendors, employees and others who do busi-

ness with a financially distressed firm.”

Also case study-based, a second series 

course, Private Equity Finance (FIN 6315), 

focuses on the identification, valuation 

and turnaround of portfolio companies by 

private-equity firms on behalf of institutional 

investors. Innovative capital structuring  

and debt management are included, and many  

financial professionals are featured speakers.

Extensive fieldwork is integral to Enter-

prise Transformation (BPS 6351), which deals 

with corporate resource re-allocation and 

the relationships of corporate strategy, struc-

ture and performance systems.

Featuring many outside professionals,  

Entrepreneurial Finance (FIN 6315/ENTP 

6315) covers new-company formation and 

financing, valuation, use and provision of 

growth capital, venture capital and exits. With 

emphasis on identification of long-run com-

petitive advantages, the course appeals both 

to entrepreneurs and to future managers of 

startups and growing companies.

For more information, contact David 

Springate: spring8@utdallas.edu, 972-883-2647.

CFSI Series Concentrates
on Corporate Change
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E
arly in 2008, when School of Man-

agement student Michael Morelli 

wrote names of celebrities he would 

invite to speak at Entrepreneurship 

Club (E Club) events, he had little clue  

his daydreaming would result in a visit by 

media and sports mogul Mark Cuban.

When the now former SOM student and 

immediate-past president of the E Club set 

his sights on the Dallas Mavericks owner, 

he set off a chain of events that culminated 

in Mr. Cuban’s September 14 visit, during 

which he delivered a wide-ranging speech 

in SOM’s packed Davidson Auditorium.

The energized guest spoke about what it 

takes to be an entrepreneur, answered ques-

tions, accepted a UT Dallas basketball jersey 

and mingled with an appreciative crowd.

The event was the first of many in the  

E Club’s Entrepreneurship Exchange Series.

“Mark is one of the highest profile 

speakers The School of Management and  

E Club have hosted,” Madison Pedigo,  

E Club adviser and faculty member in the 

SOM-based Institute of Innovation and  

Entrepreneurship, said.

Thank Mr. Morelli’s doggedness for that. 

He corresponded for more than two years 

with Mr. Cuban’s executive assistant. They 

scheduled a September 2008 appearance 

that fell through. Mr. Morelli kept calling. 

They scheduled a September 2009 visit,  

but Mr. Cuban canceled.

By then, Mr. Morelli had developed 

rapport with the assistant. When it came 

time to schedule the fall 2010 visit, she 

mentioned that Mr. Cuban was totally 

committed to it.

Mr. Morelli’s determi-

nation exemplifies the 

spirit of the E Club, which 

strives to promote entre-

preneurial activity among 

UT Dallas students.

Alumnus George  

Mavromaras, BA 2009,  

Biology, took advantage  

of the opportunity to  

introduce Mr. Cuban to the 

audience by asking him  

for Dallas Mavericks season 

tickets. The ploy didn’t 

work, but the past winner 

of the annual UT Dallas 

Business Idea Competition 

got noticed by his hero. 

“Mr. Cuban and I talked 

before my speech.…He is 

truly an inspiration to  

me, and I really hope to 

walk in his footsteps,” Mr. 

Mavromaras said.

When the audience 

heard Mr. Cuban speak 

about launching a success-

ful business, they could tell 

he was impressed by Mavro 

Inc., the medical device 

company Mr. Mavromaras 

co-founded in 2007 with 

his brother Marco. While explaining that 

sales are the lifeblood of any company,  

Mr. Cuban turned to Mr. Mavromaras and 

said, “George, did you have to sell your 

product? A hundred thousand units, baby.”

“I hope,” E Club President Siddarth 

Prabhu, a Full-Time MBA student, said, 

“this event brings recognition to the efforts 

of the E-Club and IIE in providing our 

members with exciting activities.”

For more information, visit http://inno-

vation.utdallas.edu/iie-IEClub.php .  fl

Student’s Doggedness  
Delivers Dallas Mavs 
Owner Mark Cuban  
for E Club Event   By Jimmie Markham
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Former SOM student Michael Morelli (left) chatted with SOM 
graduate student Yen Y. Yoon as he awaited Mr. Cuban’s arrival.

After speaking to an overflow audience, Mr. Cuban pleased the 
crowd by staying to meet students and pose for photos.

When he arrived, Mr. Cuban delighted the audience by taking a 
front row seat as the event got under way.
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T he School of Management regu-

larly expands on its commitment 

to provide top-notch opportunities 

for students to use in their careers. This 

year, several student organizations, newly 

introduced or gaining momentum, share an 

emphasis on teaching their members effective 

networking skills.

Four organizations debuting or invigorat-

ing their efforts are: International Manage-

ment Society/Global Business Student Club 

(IMS), American Marketing Association 

(AMA@UTD), Healthcare Management Club 

(HMC) and Alpha Kappa Psi (AKPsi).

IMS is launching in tandem with SOM’s 

new Bachelor of Science in Global Business 

degree program (see New Degrees Give Gradu-

ates the Advantage for In-Demand Jobs on page 

2). As Program Coordinator Angela Vehige 

explains, “The club is designed to expose 

students to various business cultures while 

they learn to incorporate a much-needed 

networking ability into domestic and interna-

tionally based companies.”

The organization is open to all UT Dallas 

students. Members can look forward to en-

hancing their cultural awareness through aca-

demic and corporate events with international 

speakers, international film festivals and com-

munity service with an international vision.

The UT Dallas chapter of AMA fosters pro-

fessional development of students headed for 

a career in marketing and serves as a network-

ing vehicle for them to interact with industry 

leaders and establish professional relationships. 

AMA hosts such guest speakers as Dallas Cow-

boys Sales and Media Development Director 

Craig Zurek to impart the importance of net-

working and brand management.

“As a student-run organization,” Chapter 

President Ahu Bigbee says, “we…plan to 

push support for mar keting competitions and 

mentorship opportunities that help students 

of UTD grow in their career.”

“Dallas is one of the largest healthcare mar-

kets in the country,” Healthcare Management 

Club President Maria Islam-Meredith says, “and 

as it expands, UT Dallas is increasing academic 

programs to stay in step with industry growth.”

HMC is directly linked to this develop-

ment. It teaches students the basics of net-

working and how to apply them. The club 

also engages outside recruiters and American 

College of Healthcare Executives to share 

top-level employment opportunities. The club 

is now open to undergraduate students.

A professional business fraternity, Alpha 

Kappa Psi is part of an international orga-

nization with more than 200 chapters. 

Founded on the principles of appreciating  

and demanding higher ideals in business, the 

fraternity also furthers the individual welfare 

of its members during college and beyond.

The organization helps the university  

create what Chapter President Bahadir Koseli 

calls “successful members of society….It 

provides a haven for students interested in 

business to flourish and build on each other’s 

ideas.” The club is planning a mini job fair and 

to become more involved in the community.

For more information on these orga-

nizations, contact: IMS, avehige@utdallas.edu; 

AMA@UTD, amautd@gmail.com; 

HMC, utdhmc@gmail.edu; 

AKPsi, utd.akpsi.president@gmail.edu.

These SOM Student Organizations 
are New or Improved        By Shannon Denniston
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Left to right: ISM adviser Angela 
Vehige (left) making a new friend 
on the August SOM trip to India; 
some of the AMA@UTD officers, 
including President Ahu Bigbee 
(center); HMC President Maria 
Islam-Meredith; Alpha Kappa Psi 
President Bahadir Koselli



IN  MeLinda McCall’s world, sleep is 

overrated and planning is key: “If it’s 

important, then you make time for it,” she 

says. “Planning is critical to fit it all in!”

That attitude explains how Ms. McCall, re-

cent recipient of a $10,000 Texas Business Hall 

of Fame Scholarship, is able to juggle so many 

tasks with seeming ease. The married mother 

of a 2-year-old girl, Ms. McCall graduates from 

The School of Management’s Full-Time MBA 

program in December. While attending school, 

she has continued running Human Capital 

Consultant, a boutique consulting practice she 

launched in January 2009, and has remained ac-

tive in extracurricular activities.

“I absolutely thrive on advancing things 

forward,” she says. “If I see an opportunity, 

I’ll jump in and see what I can do.”

As a student, that has meant serving as 

a class representative, a peer-selected posi-

tion to which she was elected. She is an 

officer in the Entrepreneurship 

Club, and her team took fourth 

place in the 2009 Business Idea 

Competition presented by the 

Institute for Innovation and En-

trepreneurship at UT Dallas.

“I try to take advantage of everything that 

UTD has to offer,” she says.

RISING ABOVE THE CROWD

The Texas Business Hall of Fame Schol-

arships are awarded annually to students 

attending universities that participate in the 

Houston-based nonprofit’s program. Scholar-

ship applicants must show a propensity for 

entrepreneurial achievement, exhibit leader-

ship in both academic and campus activities, 

and maintain a 3.5 or higher GPA. Outstand-

ing moral character and U.S. citizenship also 

are requirements.

“I come from a long line of entrepreneurs: 

My mom was an entrepreneur who started 

and ran three different businesses, and my 

grandparents ran a retail store. So I think a lot 

of it comes to me naturally,” Ms. McCall says.

Still, she looks forward to liv-

ing up to the expectations that 

accompany the scholarship.

A Dallas native, Ms. McCall 

would not dream of doing busi-

ness anywhere but Texas. She 

chose The School of 

Management based on 

its close association 

with the local business 

community, as well as 

its high rankings. 

MORE THAN  

ACADEMICS

Through the Full-

Time MBA Program’s 

association with the 

Knowledge is Power 

Program (KIPP), Ms. 

McCall became a big sister in the Big Broth-

ers Big Sisters program.

As a member of the Sports Car Club 

of America, she also races once or twice a 

month, driving an E30 BMW — although she 

had to decline the opportunity to compete 

at the national level later this year because of 

school conflicts. She also serves as SCCA’s 

Chief Novice Officer, connecting new mem-

bers with expert drivers in a mentorship role.

“My husband says I can’t say ‘no,’ but I just 

love changes, and I love challenges,” she says.

Scholarship Recipient Moves in High Gear   BY PAULA FELPS
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evin Lawson had heard about it in class, but it wasn’t 

evin Lawson had heard about it in class, but it wasn’t 

until he saw it in action that he learned how powerful a 

“Miller Moment” could be.

In Richard Miller’s Leadership and the Design of Effective 

Organizations class, “he taught that you’ll have several 

opportunities throughout your career to reach the C suite,” 

Mr. Lawson says. “But it’s usually through a casual moment, a 

question someone asks you when you aren’t even interviewing.”

Mr. Lawson, a member of the Executive MBA Class of 2011, 

saw that opportunity firsthand a few months ago while attending 

his son’s tae kwon do tournament. Sitting near him was another 

parent, a casual acquaintance who was a top exec in a high-

technology manufacturing firm.

“He mentioned several things that weren’t working very well 

with his current [chief financial officer],” Mr. Lawson recalls. “One 

of the things I learned in Dr. Miller’s class was to pay attention to 

what people are saying. Because of his class, and the way he taught 

us, I recognized that this was an opportunity — what we call a 

‘Miller Moment.’ ”

Mr. Lawson mentioned that there are two kinds of chief financial 

officers, the CPA number-crunchers and those more strategically 

focused on budgeting, forecasting, cash flow and savings.

“It was only a 30-second conversation,” Mr. Lawson says. “He agreed, 

SEIZING THE ‘MILLER MOMENT’

K

MeLinda McCall, 
above and below 
left in her SCCA 
competition car.
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A 
recent “Day of Patriotism”  

that welcomed Army Captain  

Jonathan Silk back to The 

School of Management’s Execu-

tive MBA Class of 2011 celebrated his safe 

return from duty in Afghanistan and hailed 

his success in keeping up with class work 

while on the six-month deployment.

Fellow students put on the August 7 fes-

tivities for Captain Silk, a career soldier for 

more than 20 years and recent recipient of 

an Army leadership award.

Captain Silk thanked the university and 

Executive MBA Program Director Phil Sanchez 

III “for allowing me to stay” enrolled even after 

his unit from Fort Polk, Louisiana, shipped out 

to help NATO forces train Afghan police.

Captain Silk also expressed gratitude to his 

wife, Staci, and a team of six fellow students 

with whom he worked on group projects.

 Captain Silk had firm resolve, e-mail access 

and a global cell phone the Army provided. 

Nonetheless, technical difficulties developed 

across the nearly 7,700 miles between Kabul 

and Richardson, Texas.

Because of limited Internet bandwidth  

and after various experiments, “it came down  

to snail-mail and DVDs,” Pamela Foster 

Brady, event organizer and fellow student, 

said. After each class, his team would send 

him a DVD of the lecture, scanned copies  

of each others’ notes, handouts, professors’ 

PowerPoint presentations and more.

Captain Silk stayed in touch via e-mail — 

and a few international phone calls.

In April, Staci Silk went to Washington, 

D.C., to accept a General Douglas MacArthur 

Leadership Award on her husband’s behalf. 

He earned the recognition for raising about 

$4,500 in one month for the Wounded  

Warrior Project, a nonprofit dedicated to 

helping severely injured service members.

A combat veteran, Captain Silk was injured 

in Iraq in 2003 when a grenade bounced off 

his chest armor. The grenade failed to  

explode, but the force of impact 

caused a tear in his heart’s  

mitral valve. He later had sur-

gery to replace the valve with  

a mechanical one.

Captain Silk told classmates 

that his latest tour of duty had 

been a worthwhile endeavor. 

Even though much work remains 

to be done, he said, “we made 

a lot of progress.”

DEPARTMENTS  STUDENT NEWS

and then the very next thing he said was, ‘Did you see that kick?’ ”

Mr. Lawson forgot about the conversation until a few weeks 

later, when he received a call from the executive, 

who asked if he was interested in the CFO position. 

After going through a series of rigorous interviews 

with the company’s president and CEO, Mr. Lawson 

landed the job of CFO and vice president of finance.

“Dr. Miller taught us not to just blow off a con ver -

sation,” he says. “Because of that, I recognized an 

opportunity and took it. None of this would have 

happened if it weren’t for Dr. Miller.”

Dr. Miller, who was the first recipient of the UT Dallas Executive 

MBA Teaching Excellence Award in 2004, says that he has heard 

similar stories many times during his more than 35 years 

of teaching.

He chuckles at the notion of a “Miller Moment” but is 

flattered that students have connected his name to their 

personal revelations.

“It’s really about them learning to think and reason in a 

new way,” he says. “It’s about developing the ability  

to take control of the situation and move in the direction 

that they want to move.”                                  — Paula Felps

Kevin Lawson

At left: A warm welcome for Army Captain Jonathan Silk and his wife, Staci. At right: The Silks 
with his Exec Ed team members and Executive MBA Director Phil Sanchez III (far right)

Exec Ed Teamwork Helps 
Deployed Officer Triumph
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The Global Leadership MBA (GLEMBA) program established its own alumni group recently with 

a launch event that featured graduates Gigi Edwards Bryant, 2002, and Steven M. Lee, 2005, as guest 

speakers. An Austin business consultant who chairs the advisory council of the Texas Department of 

Family and Protective Services, Ms. Edwards Bryant delivered the keynote address at the inaugural pro-

gram August 20. Mr. Lee addressed the group remotely, speaking from Taiwan, where he is CEO and 

managing director of McDonald’s.

The purpose of the new organization, the GLEMBA Alumni International Network — GAIN, for 

short — is to provide a platform for relationships, collaboration, visibility and networking opportuni-

ties among GLEMBA grads. A management committee that includes current students as well as alums 

is spearheading the GAIN effort. For more information, contact co-chairman Raj Daniels, raj_daniels@

yahoo.com, 972-768-4862.

GLEMBA Makes GAIN

POWER GRID POWERS INTO ITS SECOND YEAR

P ower Grid, the recurring School of Management get-together for alumni, celebrated its first anniversary in June with an on-campus meeting 

that featured UT Dallas President David E. Daniel and included students and corporate mentors as well as graduates. 

   The June 2 event attracted about 75 people — the most to date for Power Grid — who came to hear Dr. Daniel’s university update 

and socialize in the McDermott Suite of the McDermott Library. Dr. Daniel reviewed everything from the thinking behind UT Dallas logo designs 

and the projection to cap university enrollment at “25,000 students to 30,000, tops,” to new campus buildings now on the drawing board and 

reasons why business leaders — and alumni — ought to care about the university.

He explained efforts to make UT Dallas a “major, nationally competitive research university” — the term he prefers to “Tier One” — and 

tied the 30,000-student enrollment target 

to that goal. “When we get that large,”  

Dr. Daniel said, “we will have the critical 

mass to compete with the best research 

universities in America.”

“Great universities,” he said, “enrich 

cities and lives through the arts, through 

community engagement, through mentor -

 ing such as you see here, and in all sorts  

of ways.”

Before Dr. Daniel spoke, SOM Asso-

ciate Dean Monica Powell recognized the 

Full-Time MBA program Power of Two 

mentors in attendance and thanked them, 

saying each executive’s pairing makes “a 

huge difference in the life of your student 

and adds so much to our program.”

Open to all School of Management 

alumni, Power Grid events are scheduled 

the first Wednesday of every month at changing venues across the DFW Metroplex. On November 3, organizers  

plan to tour the Bishop Arts District in the Oak Cliff section of Dallas. A holiday mixer is planned for December 1  

at the Green Room in Deep Ellum. Visit http://som.utdallas.edu/alumni for more alumni news and opportunities.

Clockwise from top left: 
UT Dallas President Daniel 
and SOM Associate Dean 
Powell; alumna Jyoti Kuba 
(foreground), BS 2001; 
alumna Paula Lipnick (left), 
BS 2010, and senior lecturer 
Maria Hasenhuttl; some of 
the Power of Two mentors 
with the students they assist.

Steven M. Lee in Taiwan
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1990s

Alyssa Griggs Martin, BS 1991, MBA 1996, 

was named a Top 25 “Woman to Watch” in the 

Dallas Business Journal’s 

Women in Business Awards. 

Her career began while she 

was in college, as she worked 

full time in public accounting. 

Upon graduation, she worked 

as a CPA for five years, took 

an industry controller position, then returned to 

college to earn her MBA. She serves as the Dal-

las executive partner and service-line leader of 

advisory services for Weaver. A member of SOM’s 

Accounting Advisory Council, she also serves on 

many boards, including the Texas Society of CPAs.

Scot C. Farber, MBA 1992, is a senior vice 

president at Grubb and Ellis Company. The native 

Texan recently was recog-

nized as a “Heavy Hitter” by 

the Dallas Business Journal. 

This marks the seventh year 

in a row that he has earned 

this designation. Scot has 

been active in the commer-

cial real estate industry for more than 20 years. 

He is responsible for directing investment sales  

in the Southwest Region, where he has completed 

nearly $3 billion in real estate transactions.  

He previously held senior positions at Credit  

Suisse First Boston, Jones Lang LaSalle and  

Cushman Realty Corp. Scot earned a BBA in 

finance and real estate from The University of 

Texas at Austin.

Masayoshi Shimizu, EMBA 1996, played host 

last spring to the Executive MBA Class of 2010 

during its study trip to Hong Kong and Japan. A 

member of The School of Management Advisory 

Council, Masa is CEO of Seavac USA and chair-

man of Shimizu Corporation. Seavac is an offshoot 

of the corporation, his family’s Japan-based heat-

treatment equipment and hard-coatings manufac-

turing business.

In Tokyo in April, Masa arranged for the class to 

dine at Happeon, a meal that included classical 

music performed by friends of his in a garden set-

ting. During the evening, he recounted for students 

his own journey through the EMBA program.

The next day, Masa met the group at the National 

Diet Building, home of Japan’s House of Represen-

tatives and a House of Councilors, where he had 

arranged for House of Councilors’ member Sena-

tor Yoshimasa Hayashi to speak to the students 

about Japan’s financial situation. Afterward, Masa 

led the group on a tour of the legislative chambers 

and museum.

Several students had arrived in Japan prior to the 

official start of the trip for a few days of vacation.  

At their hotel, they struck up a breakfast con-

versation with a stranger, another hotel guest, a 

conversation that had left them excited to begin 

their tour. The stranger who befriended them, they 

discovered, was Masa.

Mike Redeker, MBA 1997, MS 2001, serves 

as executive director for ServingHIM Healthcare 

International Ministries. He works with doctors, 

den tists, medical and dental students as well as 

their friends and families, taking them to places 

like Moldova, Romania and Guatemala for 

10-day mission trips to serve 

those in need. Mike worked 

to help open the new five-

story medical center in Brai-

la, Romania, on the Danube 

River. Mike credits a trip to 

Asia with fellow MBA students 

with opening his eyes to how he could serve oth-

ers. Mike is the son of 2010 UT Dallas Distin-

guished Alumna Elizabeth Ann Graves, BA 

1983, who has worked in communications, public 

relations and fund development, and is a civic 

leader in Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Heather Chastain, BS 1998, joined Celebrat-

ing Home (formerly Home and Garden Party) as 

president in June 2008. She led the company’s 

purchase of the assets of Home Interiors and Gifts, 

a Dallas-based direct sales company, in December 

2008. Two months later, she directed the launch  

of Celebrating Home, combining the two home 

décor and entertaining companies. Heather has  

14 years of broad-based experience in direct sales. 

Previously, Heather held 

leadership roles at Beauti-

Control Cosmetics and Paul 

Mueller Co., a stainless-steel 

manufacturing company.  

She serves on the board of 

the Direct Selling Education 

Foundation. Heather and her husband live in  

Marshall, Texas, with their two young daughters.

Fez Meghani, BS 1999, pursued a passion  

for social entrepreneurship and started PlaneTunity 

Records and released his album From One  

Soul last year. His dream 

is to write, compose and 

produce music that promotes 

positive messages, which 

his Muslim faith taught him. 

Fez’s music focuses on  

conveying a message of 

peace, hope, generosity, kindness and love. Born 

in Pakistan and raised in Dubai, United Arab 

Emirates, Fez has lived in the United States since 

age 17. He and his wife, Khairunissa, have a 

baby girl, Shifa Inaaya. Fez has performed across 

North America and recently organized the Rebuild 

Haiti 2010 concert.

2000s

Al Bhakta, BS 2000, was recently honored  

for his business success in the Dallas Business 

Journal’s “40 Under 40” publication. Bhakta is 

CEO of Genghis Grill  

Franchise Concepts L.P. and 

The Chalak Group of  

Companies. The former Cin-

gular Wireless business  

analyst became a regular 

customer of Genghis Grill, 

joined the company as a franchisee in 2001  

and led the group that purchased the Dallas-

based restaurant company in 2004. The compa-

ny’s 2009 revenue topped $48 million. He also 

serves on the boards of OrangeCup, a frozen-

yogurt operation, and Hampshire Hotels, a  

South African hospitality company.

A L U M N I  N O T E S
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Dr. Christopher Crow, EMBA 2003, a found-

ing doctor and president of Plano-based Village 

Health Partners, was honored for his career suc-

cess by the Dallas Business Journal’s “40 Under 

40.” Christopher was instru-

mental in starting six health 

and wellness businesses with-

in one year (2007). His larg-

est healthcare facility, Legacy 

Medical Village in Plano, 

receives about 150,000 

patient visits each year. He credits the Executive 

MBA program at The School of Management with 

helping him see the inefficiencies in his family med-

icine practice and find ways to use technology to 

improve the model, which was honored as “Prac-

tice of the Year” by Physician’s Practice magazine. 

In addition, he has the distinction of being among 

only a few doctors to be recognized seven con-

secutive years as one of Dallas’ best doctors in the 

specialty of family medicine by D Magazine.

Chad M. Rosen, MBA 2007, MS 2008, founded 

CMRosen, LLC in early 2010. As CMRosen, LLC’s 

managing CPA, he offers 

tax, audit, bookkeeping and 

payroll services to a growing 

client base. He specializes 

in small and mid-size busi-

nesses, nonprofits and indi-

viduals. Chad previously pro-

vided various accounting services for clients in the 

manufacturing, retail, financial, nonprofit, and oil 

and gas industries while working at local account-

ing firms. Chad received his undergraduate degree 

from UCLA (magna cum laude) and was named 

“Cohort Scholar” at UT Dallas as a result of his 

academic achievements in 2006-2007. He enjoys 

spending time with his wife and daughter.

Mukul Kanabar, MBA 

2008, and Kelly  
McDermott Kanabar, 

MBA 2008, are partners in 

life and business. The couple 

splits their time between 

Houston, where they met, 

and Ambergris Caye, Belize, 

where Kelly grew up and 

where her parents owned a 

hotel and helped develop 

the island’s tourism industry. 

In November 2001, Kelly opened the Blue Water 

Grill, which has become one of the most popular 

and successful restaurants on the island. The cou-

ple, married in 2006, together own and manage 

several businesses on Ambergris Caye, including 

The Phoenix Resort, Red Ginger, Blue Water Grill, 

Caliente and Wine de Vine. They are proud par-

ents of baby daughter Mia.

Marcelo Somers, BS 2009, is a media product 

manager at Sabre Holdings in Southlake. He was 

hired by UT Dallas alumna 

Sarah Kennedy Ellis, 

MBA 2007. Marcelo devel-

ops new media products for 

the Sabre Travel Network and 

Sabre Hospitality Solutions 

groups. He is also a co-chair 

of Sabre’s Young Professionals Council’s innova-

tion task force. That allowed him to step outside 

his “job title” to be involved in the company’s 

2010 submission to the Great Places to Work Insti-

tute. For that project, he filmed and edited a profile 

on the company from the eyes of other employees. 

Although film was not a part of his education, it 

is a hobby of Marcelo’s. He previously interned at 

Sabre and placed second in Sabre’s Intern Busi-

ness Case Competition. Marcelo received a Sabre 

scholarship while attending The School of Man-

agement and credits Sabre’s Chairman and CEO 

Sam Gilliland, EMBA 1994, for his interest in 

giving back to the school.

Lauren Jobe, BA 2009, MS 2010, passed all 

four parts of the CPA exam on the first try and 

started work at Ernst and  

Young in October, follow-

ing a summer of travel. 

She moved from Plano to 

downtown Dallas, where she 

can see her new employer’s 

building from her balcony. 

Lauren also interned at Ernst and Young. She 

was a member of the first Professional Program in 

Accounting (PPA) class, which not only prepared 

her to become a CPA but also introduced her to 

many new friends, including current roommate  

and fellow SOM grad Miriam McKenzie, BS 

2009, MS 2010, who is working at Deloitte. While 

at UT Dallas, Lauren worked as a teaching assis-

tant and also served as president of accounting 

honors fraternity Beta Alpha Psi.

Priscilla Wan, BS 2010, is a medical student at 

The University of Texas Health Science Center in 

San Antonio. Priscilla earned a Bachelor of Science 

degree in business administration and Bachelor of 

Arts degree in biology. She was an active student 

leader, coordinating home-

coming events and serving 

as a peer leader, tutoring 

students in chemistry. She 

calls her decision to attend 

UT Dallas one of the best 

decisions she ever made, one 

that allowed her to pursue her dream of a career 

in medicine. Priscilla volunteered in the Emergency 

Department at Parkland Hospital in Dallas. She is 

a longtime student of tae kwon do and enjoys per-

forming spoken poetry.

     OBITUARY

Susan Diane Barron, 

BS 1980, died April 3, 

2010, after a long battle 

with cancer. She was  

63. Susan was born 

in Denver and gradu-

ated from L.D. Bell High 

School in Hurst. She 

earned an MBA from 

Amber University. Susan 

worked as an investment analyst for Hunt Oil 

Company and CB Richard Ellis commercial real 

estate company. 

Susan was a member of Tall Texans of Dallas 

and was named Miss Tall Dallas in 1982.  

She was an active member of the Unity Church 

of Dallas, where she sang in the church choir. 

She was also a member of the Greater  

Dallas Bicyclists Club and American Research 

Center in Egypt. She is survived by her mother, 

Jean Barron; sister, JoAnn Brooks; brother, Ted 

F. Barron; sisters and brothers-in-law, Jeanne 

and Jim Rankin and Mary and Walt Rozanski; 

nephew, Jameson Hurst; niece, Emily Hurst; and 

many close friends. The family suggests memori-

als to the American Cancer Society.
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 SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIC PARTNERS  
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Austin Industries
Deloitte & Touche USA LLP
Ericsson Inc.
Haynes and Boone, LLP
Jindal Steel and Power Limited
Jones Day
Lennox International Inc.
Samsung Telecommunications America
Symon
Texas Instruments Foundation
Texas Instruments Incorporated
United Supermarkets, LLC

 SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
2010 SCHOLARSHIP 
BREAKFAST 

PLATINUM LEVEL:
BKD, LLP
Laurie Matthews and Lisa Wyly
Rockwell Collins
7x24 Exchange Loan Star Chapter
Wells Fargo Private Bank
Sam Wyly

GOLD LEVEL:
Atmos Energy
BDO Seidman, LLP
Deloitte & Touche USA LLP
Ericsson Inc.
EyeMasters
Fujitsu Network Communications, Inc.
JCPenney Company, Inc.
Steven W. Lyle
North Texas Chapter of Information
  Systems Audit and Control Association
SolomonEdwardsGroup, LLC

SILVER LEVEL:
AC Lordi Consulting
ALON USA
Association of Certified Fraud
  Examiners-Dallas
Association of Certified Fraud
  Examiners-International
AT&T
Audimation Services, Inc.
Austin Commercial, LP
BlueCross and BlueShield of Texas
BNSF Railway
CooperGroup, LLC
Dallas Chapter Institute of
  Internal Auditors
Ernst & Young, LLP
Grant Thornton LLP
Haynes and Boone, LLP
Lennox International Inc.
Merit Energy Company
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Raytheon Company
SSHICKS Advisors
Symon
UT Dallas School of Interdisciplinary
  Studies
UT Dallas School of Management
  Executive Education
Weaver
Whitley Penn LLP

TEXAS RESEARCH 
INCENTIVE
PROGRAM (TRIP)

INDIVIDUAL:
Charles M. Best
Terry Conner
Chuck and Nancy Davidson
Rohit Gupta
Sydney Smith Hicks, PhD
David Holmberg
Steven W. Lyle
H. Ronald Nash
Sanjeeb Samanta
Jim Young

CORPORATE:
Haynes and Boone, LLP
Texas Instruments Foundation
Texas Instruments Incorporated

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
DEAN’S FUND

INDIVIDUAL:
Christopher T. Abernathy
Tara J. Acton
Neetu Agarwal
Jose B. Aguilar
Lenin A. Aguilar
Rosemary Aguilar
Saifuddin Ahmed
Olufemi A. Akintunde
Marlene H. Albosta
Patricia Alcala-Zalce
Mazhar A. Ali
Kimberley K. Allen
Dion R. Allicock
Stephen M. Allie, PhD
Man M. Alloju
Rene Alzuro
Dru E. Amand
Karen A. Anderson
Sandra L. Anderson
Candace E. Angelo
Anonymous
Roberta L. Ansiaux
Tony Antony
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Lee Arends
Susan L. Arends
Jay R. Armstrong
Marcia K. Armstrong, PhD
Charlotte E. Arnstein
Onur Arugaslan, PhD
Shant V. Asirvadam
John T. Aslanian
James L. Austin
Raul A. Aviles
Abdul Aziz, PhD
Niraj Babaria
Joe M. Bailey
Jeanne M. Baker
Linda K. Baker
Zeynep Baktir
Shridharan Balachandran
Lillian E. Baldwin
Anthony B. Banks
Claudia J. Bankston
Rishav Baral
Karla R. Barber
Sandra K. Barley
John M. Barr
Laura A. Barrett
Joshua R. Barron

Patrick S. Barry
Brian P. Bartkoski
Joseph P. Basulto
Bate Bate
Darden B. Bateau
Tonya Y. Battles
Stephen R. Bauerband
Jeanne A. Bayless
Priscilla A. Beadle, PhD
Roger D. Beall
Christian L. Belady
Mesfin A. Belaye
Angela A. Bell
Raghu N. Bellary
Mark A. Bellingham
Sara Bender
Alice E. Bergman
Michael J. Berke
Eva M. Bernal
Charles M. and Trudy Best
Kimble M. Bewley
Vesta D. Bishop
Thomas A. Blake II
Bradley S. Bogar
Evan H. Bogar
Donald E. Bogen
Jack D. Boger
David J. Boggs
Rosalyn J. Bonaventure
Ellen M. Bond
Robert W. Bond
Betty S. Boyd-Meis
Robert F. Braceland
Randall R. Braden
Ghassan B. Brair
Susanne G. Brogren
Patricia S. Burnett
Jennifer L. Burton
Apolinar Bustos
Catherine M. Butschek
Kelem B. Butts
Matteo Cafiso
William D. Calkins
Scott A. Campbell
Zhendan Cao
Daniel Carlson
Diane K. Casillo
Laura J. Caskey
Ayinde Castro
Patricia A. Catagnus
Michele W. Cavenee, MD
Donna L. Cekal
Mary C. Chaffin, PhD
Subrata Chatterjee
Ming M. Chen
Pao-Yu Chen
Shanna Y. Chen
Mary K. Chiang
Hsiang Y. Chien
Gary Y. Chiu
Ojas T. Choksi
Karin L. Christensen
Kevin A. Christmas
Lois M. Christman
Xiaojin Chu
Susan H. Clayton
Dillard L. Coates
Monica D. Cobb
Rebecca Cobb
Henry C. Cochran Jr.
Jonnie L. Cole
Joyce K. Coleman

Guy D. Collister
Cathleen D. Colman-O’Banion
John B. Concklin Jr.
Lorie Conn
Tommy L. Connor
Kelly J. Cook
Mary T. Cook
Samuel C. Cooper
John B. Cornish
Michelle A. Corson
Carl Cuff
Marilen T. Darcy
Fidel Davila
Jeff H. Dawson
Jimmie R. Dearman
Amanda M. Delp
Kristin N. Derington-Ruiz
Forrest D. Dermid
Craig M. Derryberry
Gregory G. Dess, PhD
Brooke N. DeVore
Norwood P. Dixon III
Willie C. Dixon
Michael W. Dobbs
Victor E. Domhoff
Shoba G. Donti
Kimberly R. Dozier
Mojdeh Drobnitch
Mark K. Duckworth
Brad Duke
Michael B. Duke
Michelle L. Durrett
Angelika N. Dutko
Brent H. Duty
Eileen Y. Earl
Ilaede J. Edegbe
Glenn Egelman
Norma Elizondo
Joseph R. Elliott
Mark Ellison
M. Sherif El-Rafie
Robert D. Emery
Henry Ennis III
Adolf J.H. Enthoven, PhD
Margaret P. Escobar
Toros E. Esim
Daniel R. Evans
John F. Evans
Jose G. Evans
Kenneth L. Evans
Ronald T. Evans
Betty Evans-Kelly
Robert Faass
Alma L. Farley
James C. Farrell
Sherry Ann Fawcett
Anthony W. Fenimore
Janice R. Ferrell
Mr. and Mrs. Herman F. Fichtner
David Figowy
Jay Finnigan
Charles B. Fischer Jr.
Lisa A. Fisher
Colter Fleming
Alfredo Flores
Louis R. Frisbie
Jeanne Y. Fu
Tzu-Wen Fu
Stephanie T. Fung
Dustin Gadberry
Lewis S. Gamster
Kristina L. Garcia
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Debra A. Gardner
Laura W. Garrison
Arturo R. Garza
Lisa M. Garza
Gabriela Garza-Ramos
Arnard R. Gayapershad
Kidan K. Gebrehiwot
Claudette Petitjean Germano
Stephanie T. Giang
Janelle M. Gibbs
Christel T. Glade
Vishal G. Goenka
Lisa J. Goodale
Tanya R. Gould
William L. Green, PhD
Greg A. Gross
Maria Groves
Steven A. Gundy
Jorge Gutierrez
Judith A. Guyer
Jason G. Hager
Donald D. Haig
Howard B. Hamilton Jr.
Chien-Jih Han
Glen A. Harris
Kristine A. Harris
Steve L. Harrison
Mary Ann Hayes
Mary F. Hearden
David R. Heiting
Kendall H. Helfenbein
Karen A. Henderson
Keith R. Henderson
Michael C. Henderson
Russell D. Henderson Jr.
Billy H. Hendrix
Kevin B. Henley
Ryan N. Herrington
Robert E. Hewlett Jr.
Sydney Smith Hicks, PhD
Jencey L. Hirunrusme
Darren M. Holloman
Kevin S. Homer
Barbara Hoover
Kathleen A. Horigan
Marcia C. Howard
Joseph F. Hubach
Pamela A. Hubler
Susan J. Hudson
Carolyn A. Hunt
John C. Hurlbert
Robert A. Huskerson
Thuy T. Huynh
Boriana V. Ilieva
Joanna L. Irizarry
Mary L. Jackson
Tony B. Jacobs
Dipak C. Jain, PhD
Mary E. Janes
Donna Janitz
Deborah G. Janssen
Colleen R. Jensen
Margaret I. Jessen
Natasha L. Johnson-Gregg
Billy M. Jones
Danny R. Jones
Janelle M. Jones
Kristen K. Jones
James E. Jordan Jr.
Susie Kadota
Yon U. Kadota
Andrew J. Kalik
Venkat Kalvakuntla
Farah Kamaruddin
Mukul C. Kanabar

Michael J. Kassab
Robert W. Kay
Stephanie A. Keahon
Tabitha N. Keinamma
Sherry M. Kidd
Brad A. Kinder
Harold C. Kinne, PhD
Prudence R. Kirby-Kling
Janet A. Klett
Ralph A. Klingelhofer
Bryan A. Knapp
Matthew J. Knapp
Jack D. Kocks
Konrad K. Kothmann
Marc T. Kramen
Anchi H. Ku
Daniel N. Kunsch
Penny R. LaFleur
James C. Laird Jr.
Rick H. Lam
Jack J. Lamb Jr.
Daniel C. LaMendola
Randall S. Lamm
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin M. Lane Jr.
Kong R. Lau
Steven Lauff
Mary S. Lavender
Michael J. Lawrence
Richard A. Lawrence
Rene G. Le Bel
Chang Y. Lee
Tom Lee
Thomas F. Leffingwell
Carole L. Lein, JD
Stephen P. Lein
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce L. Lenzer
Maria Ley
Lei Li, PhD
Leslee C. Light
Ian C. Lim
Shun-Hsiang Lin
Brenda J. Little
Charles C. Liu
Fangxin Liu
Gail L. Lofton
Christie M. Long
Christina Lonze
Jared T. Lorenz
Cecil W. Lowrie
Chih-Hung Lu
Dahe Lu
Kulchalee Lu
Zhuo Lu
Benjamin F. Lutes III
Hong Ma
Richard I. MacArthur
Jessica MacIntosh
Janet R. Mack
Jed G. Magen
Michael A. Mahfouz
Niten Malik
Nandakumar K. Mallenhalli
Sushanta Mallick
Rev. Lynne Manilla
Anna M. Manning
Seth T. Manry
Henry R. Marcoux
Kim S. Martin
Leah G. Martin
Sandra K. Martin
Frank E. Martinez Jr.
Mary S. Masal
H. Lee Matthews
Bryan C. McAninch
Charles B. McClain

Bryan W. McNeill
Diane S. McNulty, PhD
Sara J. McQuaid, PhD
Dean S. McSherry
Mark D. Meadows
Michael J. Menninger
Paul Merlino
Gregory S. Meyer
Kathleen A. Meyer
Allen W. Milberger
Joan P. Mileski, PhD
Clinton M. Miller
William T. Miller
Stacy L. Milligan
Derek D. Moore
Juanna S. Moore
Stephen W. Moore
Frederic E. Moran
Yvette P. Morehead
Daniel Moreno
Larry K. Morgan
Robert J. Morris
Sue B. Morris
Marcy A. Murphy
Karen G. Murtha
April D. Myrick
Heather Nail
Maria A. Nally
Sachindra K. Nalluri
H. Ronald Nash
Shirley E. Neely
Jody H. Nelsen
Gloria Nelson
Joanna M. Nelson
Mark S. Nelson
Stephanie Nelson
Pamela J. Newell
Han N. Nguyen
Richard R. Nitz
Andrew O. Nkwocha
Jan Norman
Kenneth Norris
Carolyn L. Northcutt
Raul Nunez
Ann L. Nurre
Cletus M. Nurre
Kwadwo Ofori-Brobbey
Jones O. Okosun
Michael W. O’Neill
Matthew M. O’Reilly
Carolyn J. O’Shaughnessy
David J. Otterson
Milind K. Oza
Catherine A. Palmer
Judy A. Parker
Seher M. Patel
Larry D. Patterson
Carlton R. Paulson
Vyas N. Pavoori
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Payne
Carl R. Pearce
Gregory J. Pease
Joseph Pedroza
Mary E. Peffer
Anne G. Pelosof
Charles B. Perdue
Connie L. Perdue
Anthony F. Peterson
Christine A. Peterson
Abhijeet D. Phegade
Christin K. Philip
Thomas A. Phillips
Liem Q. Pho
Carole E. Pierce
Rodney W. Pirtle Jr.

John T. Pitts
Anton Plashko
Clinton R. Poarch
Kimberly P. Poe
Fred Poon
Stephen and Robin Popik
Scott H. Prengle
Marvin D. Proctor
Mark C. Proffitt
Syed K. Qadeer
Franklin D. Quarles
Bryan D. Quilici
Jeralyn C. Quintin
Mohammed M. Rahman
Anita L. Ray
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Rayburn
Philip L. Redmon
Robert W. Reich
Janet E. Reinhardt
Victor Reinhold
Evelynn H. Reynolds
Peter M. Reynolds
Eddie W. Rhea
Brett A. Rheder
Jan R. Richardson
Conrad Roark
Janice R. Roberson
Kametra Roberson
John H. Roberts
Kenneth I. Rock Jr.
Manuel A. Rodriguez
Miguel A. Rodriguez
Andrew R. Rogers
G. Bryan Rogers
Donald D. Rohloff
Rhonda M. Rolf
James J. Roskopf
Ranran Ruan, PhD
Brenda H. Rudd
John G. Rusnak
Latricia G. Rutledge
Kevin J. Ryan
Cynthia A. Saathoff
Charles G. Sampson
Tomas E. Sanchez
David M. Sanders
James H. Sanders Jr.
Tangelar L. Sanders
Tarun Saran
Donald C. Saustad
Sandeep Saxena
Bobby H. Schiff
Joanna L. Schmehl
Jeffrey H. Schneider
Richard Schriefer
David A. Schroeder
Robert I. Schwartz
David M. Scott
Douglas C. Scott
Peter R. Scovill
Rosalinda Scrabeck
Tod W. Sellheim
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph T. Semler
Joseph W. Semmer
Mihye Seo
Barbara A. Seymour
James R. Sheffield Jr.
Yul Shelton
Ling Sheng-Howison
Marcy E. Shepherd
Beverly P. Sheppard
Sandeep R. Sheth
Roman B. Shevchuk
Masayoshi Shimizu
Arlene Shiraishi
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Dmitri Shneider
Bryan B. Shockley
Alan E. Sicher
Stacy L. Siefer
Kenneth J. Simons
Margaret A. Sinclair
Stephen K. Slaughter
John A. Small
Barbara S. Smith
Charles B. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher L. Smith
Christopher W. Smith
Craig A. Smith
Gregory J. Smith
Neal A. Smith
Richard S. Smith
Robert J. Smith
Susan Smith
Roy C. Snodgrass IV
Jyoti A. Someshwar
Jingwei Song
Susan M. Soo
Thomas B. Spencer
Ilene G. Sporkin
Eric C. Squillaci
Diane M. Staacke
Sharla K. Stack
Tonya L. Stanton
Jennifer Stephens
Paula D. Stetson
Michael S. Stevic
James Stewart
Dianna M. Stiller
Ann G. Stillman
Phyllis D. Stoker
James B. Strand
David A. Stratton
Nadia L. Strode
Tian Sun
Mary Ann Sutton-Parson
Susan F. Svane
Cynthia L. Sy
Hasir H. Syed
Husain Syed
Makiko Tada
Srinath L. Talanki
Jingping Tan
Mary H. Tarrant
Marhal Tassabhji
Lynne M. Tatum
Michael S. Taylor
Billy E. Thomas
Susan J. Thomas
Varughese A. Thomas
Paul L. Thompson
Hal T. Ticknor III
Karen Tillman
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Tokarz
Laura E. Tolic
Jose D. Torres
Alice N. Tran
Long T. Tran
Nelson C. Tubbs
Cari L. Turner
Jessie R. Turner
William E. Tutunjian Jr.
Rohan S. Ullal
Michael G. Vail
David Van Dyke
Dawn L. Vankeuren
Shawn P. Varkey
Jackson A. Varnan
Joan C. Voeller
Kurt M. Vonderahe
Muralidhar Vusirikala
Toni M. Wagner
James C. Wallis

Akshay Wani
André E. Warren
Randolph R. Weaver
Myra B. Wells
Anna Wen
Juan Weng
William S. Westphal
Gerald K. Wetzig
Cheryl J. Wheatcroft
John D. Wheatcroft
C. Sue Whitehurst
Douglas O. Wickey
Julie A. Wigley
Christina Wilkinson
Noel H. Williams
Kelly L. Williams-Pfister
Laura A. Willmann
Laurie J. Wilson
Michael E. Wilson
Mark V. Winner
Steve E. Wolfert
Angela H. Woodson
Brandon L. Worsham
Carolyn F. Wright
Joseph H. Wright Jr.
Martin W. Wu
Anthony H. Wubbena
Karen Wunderlick
Melissa A. Wyder
Chupeng Xie
Jianchen Yang
David S. Yanus
Sonja L. Yeates
Christian A. Yoss
Robert E. Yui
Siu Y. Yung
Kimberly A. Zech
Sandra Zelisko
Richard A. Zembower

CORPORATE:
Abbott Laboratories
Accenture
Alki Sales Company
ATSMA, Inc.
AT&T
AT&T Foundation
Bell Helicopter Textron Inc.
The Boeing Company
Capital One, N.A.
Celanese Chemical Company, Inc.
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Ernst & Young, LLP
ExxonMobil Corporation
ExxonMobil Foundation
F & M Properties, Inc.
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Global Impact
Hewlett-Packard Company
High Voltage Power Systems, Inc.
The Home Depot Foundation
IBM
INSPEC
Jenco Realty Inc.
JustGive
KPMG Consulting
L&M Financial, Inc.
Lennox International Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
MBI Commercial Realty Corporation
Merit Energy Company
Microsoft
Mustang Technology Group, L.P.
Nortel Networks
Novartis
Oglebay Norton
Palomino Capital

Pfizer Foundation
Pioneer Natural Resources Company
Prudential
Raytheon Company
L. Richey & Associates Inc.
Southwest Airlines
Southwestern Bell Mobile Systems, Inc.
Spencer Stuart
Starcast Wireless, LLC
State Farm Companies Foundation
Summit Mortgage Bankers, Inc.
Tektronix, Inc.
Texas Instruments Foundation
Texas Instruments Incorporated
Union Bank of California
Verizon Wireless
WebLink Wireless Inc.

PARTNERS IN PROGRESS
Accor North America
American Airlines
Austin Commercial, LP
Jeanne A. Bayless
John D. Beletic
Charles M. Best
George and Fonsa Brody
Terry Conner
Convergys Corporation
Deloitte & Touche USA LLP
Gregory G. Dess, PhD
Ericsson Inc.
Theodore A. Fredericks
Fujitsu Network Communications, Inc.
Linda and Mitch Hart
Haynes and Boone, LLP
Kendall H. Helfenbein
Sydney Smith Hicks, PhD
Jo Johnston
JPMorgan Chase
Steven W. Lyle
MOHR Partners, Inc.
H. Ronald Nash
Paul Pandian
Rockwell Collins
Sabre Holdings Corporation
The Sherwin-Williams Company
Masayoshi Shimizu
Spencer Stuart
Susan L. Spradley
Symon
Tektronix Foundation
Texas Instruments Foundation
Texas Instruments Incorporated
Trans Global Technologies, Inc.
Ann Utley/Robert K. Utley III
  Investments
Wells Fargo Bank
Wells Fargo Foundation
James F. Young

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION

CUSTOM PROGRAMS:
Accor Hospitality
CBRE
Energy Future Holdings
Ericsson Inc.
GRUMA, S.A.B. de C.V.
Lennox International Inc.
SAFRAN
Texas Capital Bancshares, Inc.
United Supermarkets, LLC
The University of Texas Southwestern
  Medical Center at Dallas

INDIVIDUAL:
Greg Lockhart
Myra B. Wells

CENTER FOR
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY AND
MANAGEMENT (CITM)

INDIVIDUAL:
Paul Bienhoff
Charles Bimmerle
Chris Bortner
Raymond D. Cox Jr.
Johnny Dawson
Larry G. Ehrhardt
Steven Goff
Christopher S. Hall
Tom Hill
Gregory G. Jones
Jonathan A. Kaye
Constantine Konstans, PhD
Claire Lewis-Martin
Charles C. Liu
Dayna Logan
Thomas Manaugh
Patricia May
James W. and Daisy A. Miller
Robert Mockler
Howard N. Moore
Scott A. and Liz Morse
Gloria Nelson
John Nugent
Betty D. Peck
C. Lawrence Pereira
Pegi Proffitt
Nandini Rangaswamy
Mark Salamasick
Daniel Schneider
Martha Wahlert
Marion E. Walker
John S. and C. Rene Wickham

CORPORATE:
Agile Software
Alcatel Network Systems
Aspire HR, Inc.
Backgrounds Plus
Wendy Barber Productions
Chichakli, Hickman-Riggs PLLC
CPE Inc.
CS2, Inc.
Dallas Oracle Users Group, Inc.
Dell
Envive, Inc.
ERP Solutions, Inc.
Frontier Commercial, Inc.
Golden Autumn Holdings Inc.
Greater Dallas Crime Commission
Highland Productions, LLC
Hitachi Consulting
HyperGrowth Solutions, Inc.
IDS Scheer, Inc.
International Solutions Corporation
Keste, LLC
Leadership Coaching, Inc.
LifeStreams
ListenerControl.Com, LLC
Lovely Fine Arts, LLC
Mannatech, Inc.
Charles F. May, Inc.
Meritage Healthcare Strategies, LLC
Metroplex Association of
  Personnel Consultants
Microsoft
MIS Association
The Morse Company
Paranet Solutions, LLC
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Smith Protective Services
Society of Petroleum
  Engineers International
Synaptic Gaming & Simulation, LLC
TagIQ
Talking Points Professionals
Tektronix, Inc.
Tervezo Systems Inc.
Texas Instruments Incorporated
Town of Northlake, Texas
ZeOmega LLC

CENTER FOR INTELLIGENT 
SUPPLY NETWORKS (C4iSN)
Agile Software
Alcatel-Lucent
Blockbuster Inc.
Brinks
Ericsson Inc.
Estech Systems, Inc.
First Dallas Holdings, Inc.
Gillani, Inc.
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hitachi Consulting
L-3 Communications Corporation
Lennox International Inc.
Meritage Healthcare Strategies, LLC
MindFlow Technologies
Mitsui Bussan Logistics Inc.
Oracle-Agile PLM
SAP America, Inc.
Sun Hill Software, Inc.
Think Service, Inc.
Viewlocity, Inc.

CENTER FOR INTERNAL 
AUDITING EXCELLENCE
AC Lordi Consulting
Association of Certified Fraud
  Examiners-International
Audimation Services Inc.
Dallas Association of Certified
  Fraud Examiners
Dallas CPA Society
Dallas Chapter Institute of
  Internal Auditors
Deloitte
Grant Thornton LLP
John Hall
The IIA Research Foundation
Internal Auditing Academic
  Advancement Fund, Inc.
JCPenney Company Foundation
Microsoft
North Texas Chapter of ISACA
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
SolomonEdwardsGroup, LLC
Weaver
Whitley Penn LLP

CENTER FOR THE ANALYSIS 
OF PROPERTY RIGHTS
AND INNOVATION (CAPRI)
EMI Capitol Music Group
The Charles G. Koch Foundation
Microsoft
Motion Picture Association
  of America
Claudia Peterson
Recording Industry Association
  of America
Sony Music Entertainment
Universal Music Group
Warner Music Group

INSTITUTE FOR 
EXCELLENCE IN 
CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE (IECG)

STRATEGIC PARTNERS:
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & 
  Feld LLP
Deloitte & Touche USA LLP
Lennox International Inc.

STRATEGIC INVESTORS:
Grant Thornton LLP
Halliburton Investor Relations
Hodges Capital Management, Inc.
Russell Reynolds Associates

CORPORATE SPONSORS:
Celanese
Dresser, Inc.
Energy Future Holdings
ExxonMobil Corporation
Fossil, Inc.
JCPenney Company, Inc.
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
McAfee
Southwest Airlines
Texas Instruments Incorporated

INSTITUTE FOR
INNOVATION AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
AT UT DALLAS (IIE)
airBand
J. Jan Collmer
Dallas Bar Association
Deloitte & Touche USA LLP
Double Briggs Ventures LLC
ELCAN – Texas Optical Technologies
Gardere Wynne Sewell, LLP
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Haynes and Boone, LLP
High Voltage Power Systems, Inc.
Hunt Ventures
Kingdon R. Hughes
InnerWireless Inc.
Jones Day
MetroPCS Wireless, Inc.
Montgomery Cosca Greilich, LLP
PMIB LLC
Silicon Drive Office Venture
Tech Mahindra (R & D Services) Inc.
Texans Credit Union
Texas Instruments Foundation
Texas Instruments Incorporated
Trailblazer Capital GP, LLC
U.S. Home Team, Inc.
Wayport, Inc.
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati
Wischmeyer Financial, LP

INTERNATIONAL CENTER
FOR DECISION AND RISK
ANALYSIS (ICDRiA)

CORPORATE SPONSORS:
Dominion Blueline Inc.
EADS North America, Inc.
Essilor of America
Global Association of
  Risk Professionals
Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Houlihan Lokey Howard & Zu
IOS Press
St. Edward’s University
Texas Instruments Incorporated

THE LEADERSHIP
CENTER AT UT DALLAS
Accor Hospitality
Alcatel-Lucent
Ericsson Inc.
Lennox International Inc.
Texas Capital Bankshares

ACCOUNTING AND
ACCOUNTING ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION FUND
Christina C. Cummins
Sharon A. Deason
William C. Dent
Gregory T. Estes
Alyssa G. Martin
Mitchell G. Perry
Kimberly P. Poe
Rajeeb K. Samanta
Lisa A. Smith
John S. Wechsler

GLEMBA ALUMNI 
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
Bobby C. Chang
Sandya S. George
Stephen O. LaViolette
Kevin B. Robertson
Chad L. Selvidge
Mahavir Semwal
Christopher Spina
Nicole S. Taylor
Kim L. Tran
Rajesh Yalachigere

ISOM TECH PROGRAM
Michael DeFrank

MANAGEMENT 
UNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAM
Randy G. Black
Isaac J. Hernandez
Giulia M. Ippolito
Raffi R. Kilejian
Kelly R. Miaw
Minh S. Nguyen
Emily Parks-Young
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomas
Jing Yan

SCHOLARSHIPS
Dr. Jasper H. Arnold III
  EMBA Scholarship Fund
     Wanda and Peter Arizona
     Paula Aynesworth
     John Barden
     Judy Clothier
     Mark Connor
     Carol and Richard Coston
     George A. DeCourcy
     Gregory G. Dess, PhD
     EMBA Class of 2009
     Ken K. Gazian
     M. Sharon Gillen
     Robert Gonzo
     Steve R. Gregg
     Debie and Donald Klemcke
     Teresa and Harold Klemcke
     Ellen C. and Don W. Kothmann
     Greg Lockhart
     William McIntosh
     Diane S. McNulty, PhD
     David C. Moser
     Renell Oxford
     Robert M. Quinn Sr.
     Carolyn A. Reichert, PhD

     Mr. and Mrs. Ben H. Riggs
     Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Ripley
       and Family
     Michael Savoie, PhD
     Thomas Spencer
     Makiko Takeda
     Bette and Ralph Thomas
     Richard F. Tozer, PhD
     James R. Truett Jr.
     United Supermarkets, LLC
     Barbara and Skip Vaughan
     C. Richard Vermillion Jr.
     Adam Vishinsky
     Wells Fargo Bank, NA
     Meirav and Yosef Yaaran
D/FW Chapter of CEO Netweavers
  Servant Leadership Endowed
  Scholarship:
     The Dallas Foundation
Ericsson SOM Scholarship
General SOM Scholarship
      Joyendu Bhadury, PhD
      Chemolee Lab Corporation
      Dallas CPA Society
      Alma L. Farley
      Joseph Gerhart
      Chien-Jih Han
      Colleen R. Jensen
      Mr. and Mrs. Hwansoo S. Lee
      Masayoshi Shimizu
      Texas Instruments Foundation
Greater Dallas Indo-American Chamber
  of Commerce Scholarship
IIE Scholarship:
     Texas Instruments Foundation
Summerfield G. Roberts Foundation
  Scholarship
Terry and Claire Rock Scholarship
7X24 Exchange Lone Star
    Chapter Scholarship:
  7X24 Exchange International
Sherry Shannon Memorial
  Scholarship Donors:
     Mario A. Bolanos-Avila
     Joone B. Choe
     Mary M. Frainey
     Michael J. Inman
     Lynn M. Little, PhD
     John R. Schaller
     David H. Spivey
     James B. Strand
Jefflyn Williamson
  Endowment Scholarship

PROFESSORSHIPS
DALLAS WORLD SALUTE
  PROFESSORSHIP IN
  INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY:
    The Dallas World Salute Fund of
    Communities Foundation of Texas
CHARLES AND NANCY
  DAVIDSON DISTINGUISHED
  PROFESSORSHIPS:
    Charles and Nancy Davidson
ADOLF ENTHOVEN DISTINGUISHED   
  PROFESSORSHIP IN ACCOUNTING:
    Adolf J.H. Enthoven, PhD
LARS MAGNUS ERICSSON  
  DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORSHIP:
    Ericsson Inc.
SUSAN C. AND H. RONALD NASH   
  DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORSHIP:
    Susan C. and H. Ronald Nash
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT  
    ADVISORY COUNCIL
    PROFESSORSHIP

DEPARTMENTS  CONTRIBUTORS 




